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Even though small in surface area (13.800 km2), it is 
characterised by truly beautiful landscapes, faithfully described 
with the “Wild Beauty” slogan, and rich in incredible high 
mountains, deep canyons, broad plains, fast rivers, beautiful 
lakes and a picturesque coastline, which follow one another. On 
this relatively small surface area, there are significant physical 
and geographical diversities, which allowed Montenegro to 
become one of the most desirable and interesting tourist 
destinations in the Mediterranean and Europe. Natural and 
man-made landmarks of the continental part, Montenegrin 
coastline, and the north attract many visitors and tourists, who, 
far away from the urban hustle and bustle, can find peace and 
satisfaction in nature, hospitality of rural households, healthy 
lifestyle, traditional cuisine, and old customs and traditions.

The north of Montenegro is characterised by steep, rocky 
mountains that are incredibly diverse and feature almost intact 
nature, with age-old forests hiding all kinds of wild animals. 

Montenegro has a pleasant summer climate, similar to the 
one in Sardinia, Côte d’Azur or Mallorca, which means 
it is ideal for swimming and summer tourism. Winter is 
characterised by heavy rains, and mountains offer all types 
of winter sports. The best conditions for winter tourism can 
be found on Durmitor, Bjelasica, and Prokletije, which have 
the necessary conditions for snow at the altitudes between 
1,650 and 1,750 metres above sea level during at least 80-90 
days a year. 

The visitors of Montenegrin villages at the coast, in the 
centre, or in the north of the country can expect a warm 
welcome that goes beyond the commercial approach. When 
Montenegrin hosts have guests, they traditionally act kindly, 
regardless of the purpose of the visit. This is evidenced by the 
comments of many tourists who visited this country, and this 
is something that all future visitors will experience.

Montenegro is located in southeast Europe, on the Balkan 
Peninsula. The capital city is Podgorica, whereas Cetinje, 
due to its historical importance, was declared the Old Royal 
Capital. The country has an ideal geographic position, since 
it is a few hours by plane from the most important European 
cities. In 1991, Montenegro was declared an ecological state.

Tourism is one of the most important economic activities in 
Montenegro, and the country has recently been listed among 
the Top World Tourist Destinations. With 622,000 citizens, 
Montenegro is very proud of its rich history and tradition, and 
of its natural heritage it is aiming to preserve and present to 
the visitors from all over the world.

Over the past few years, rural tourism in Montenegro has 
been on the rise. With the unique Adriatic coast, beautiful 
lakes, five national parks, and magnificent mountains, 
Montenegro is the ideal destination for tourists wishing to 
enjoy nature, domestic (organic) products and everything else 
that comes with rural tourism. Diversity is very important, 
and Montenegro offers different forms of rural tourism 
in terms of climate, structure and essence. Depending on 
the part of the country, tourists may enjoy: coastal (south 
Montenegro), continental (central Montenegro) and mountain 
rural tourism (north Montenegro).



When we are talking about rural tourism, we should point out that it is 
most developed in the north of Montenegro, which is rich in remarkable 
canyons, mountain peaks covered with snow, even during the summer 

months, exciting caves, and extraordinarily beautiful lakes.
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They are special not only because of the beauty of the 
landscape, high snow-covered mountains, dense old forests, 
meadows and pastures, many springs and rivers, but also 
because of the close proximity to traditional houses and the 
preserved rural architecture. They are also famous for their 
hard working, extremely hospitable, kind and warm households 
and supreme food.

The authentic rural households and accommodation capacities 
are particularly interesting in the mountain ranges of Durmitor, 
Bjelasica, Prokletije and Komovi. Montenegrin villages are 
thriving and the population is engaged in agriculture, animal 
husbandry, and increasingly in rural tourism. The relief of this 
part of the country is very dynamic and complex. It consists 
of mountain massifs, plateaus, river valleys and canyons. This 
area is characterised by sudden changes in altitude, and more 
than 90% of Montenegro’s surface is at an altitude of more 
than 1000 m above sea level.

The touristic offers in the north of Montenegro are very 
diverse. Visitors can enjoy tranquil villages with an idyllic 
atmosphere and archaic way of life, villages in the river valleys 
where hosts often farm fish (fishponds), and high shepherd 
settlements (katun) where you can still feel the spirit of the life 
of highlanders.

The villages at the foot of Bjelasica, in the valleys of the Tara 
and Lim rivers, are among the most beautiful in Montenegro. 

Durmitor National Park is one of the biggest attractions in 
Montenegro, and is visited each year by many tourists from 
around the world. The intact nature which is unique by all 
means is breath-taking. If there is one place where you can 
experience the beauty and uniqueness of nature, then it surely 
is Durmitor NP with the Black Lake. The Durmitor massif is 
bordered by the Tara river canyon in the north, which is the 
deepest canyon in Europe, by the beautiful Piva river canyon 
in the west, and by the exciting Komarnica river canyon in the 
south. There are 16 glacial lakes on Durmitor, scattered around 
the mountain massif and the Lake Plateau.

The next destination we recommend visiting is Biogradska 
Gora National Park. Biogradsko Lake, in the heart of the 
national park, surrounded by a magnificent rainforest, is the 
biggest glacial lake in the park, popular for its natural beauty 
and uniqueness. 

Also make sure to visit Komovi, one of the three most 
impressive mountain ranges in Montenegro and the Dinaric 

mountain system. Komovi is located in the northeast of 
Montenegro, at the border with Albania, between the most 
distant upstream parts of the Lim in the east, the Tara in 
the west and the Prokletije wreath in the south. Komovi is 
fascinating because of its diverse natural attractions, richness in 
flora and fauna, and the many cultural monuments. Therefore, 
it is not surprising that nature lovers refer to it as the “King of 
Mountains” and the “Divine Giant”.



Dragan Vučeljić
Dulipolje, Talanovac
Andrijevica
+382 67 700 850  
dovuceljica@gmail.com
GPS: 42.6897, 19.74778
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Miljan Đerković
Košutići
Andrijevica
+382 68 837 680  
miljandjerkovic1@gmail.com
GPS: 42.69612, 19.77032
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Dušanka Fatić
Jošanica
Andrijevica
+382 67 536 781
GPS: 42.68953, 19.72524

Vukman Đekić
Trešnjevik 
Andrijevica
+382 69 625 466
ekokatunkomovi@gmail.com
     Eko-katun Komovi
     eko_katun_komovi
booking.com: Komovi Eko katun
airbnb.com: Komovi Eko katun
GPS: 42.74511, 19.701
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At the foot of the Komovi mountain range, around ten kilometres from 
Andrijevica, you will find the picturesque village of Košutići, which has 
been protecting many secrets from ancient times. The “Đerković” rural 
household is nested here, among an apple and plum orchards, and is inviting 
guests in the old stone house. 

In addition to tourism, the hosts engage in agriculture and will offer their 
guests food they have produced themselves. The guests can choose to 
prepare meals from domestic products on their own, and participate in 
farm work (cultivating fruits, gardening, picking and storing of fruits and 
vegetables, etc.).

“ĐERKOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

Approximately five kilometres from Andrijevica, the forest road will take 
you to the Talanovci village, the sunny side of which is home to the “Do 
Vučeljića” rural household. The family home is more than 60 years old 
and was renovated and adapted for the stay of tourists. The Vučeljić family 
is a certified producer of organic fruits and vegetables which they use to 
make various delicacies – rakijas, jams, homemade juice, and fruit preserve 
known as slatko. The farm is surrounded by cycling tracks leading all the 
way to Komovi. 

The hosts will do their best to help their guests feel the authenticity of 
rural life with homemade rakija and traditional specialties made from 
domestic ingredients.

“DO VUČELJIĆA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

On the Trešnjevik mountain pass, on the main road between Andrijevica 
and Kolašin, you will find the eco katun, or shepherds’ settlement, of 
Komovi. This household consists of a restaurant and cabins for tourist 
accommodation. In addition to providing hospitality services, the hosts 
produce fruits and vegetables, and guests can enjoy dishes made using 
organically produced foodstuffs.

Guests can explore the natural beauty of Komovi whether they decide to 
walk, ride a bicycle or do one of the more demanding hiking tours.

“ECO KATUN 
KOMOVI” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Jošanica” rural household is situated in the village of Jošanica, just 
outside Andrijevica. The household is surrounded by many springs 
with drinking water quality, and consists of an old family house which 
is home to a tasting room, an orchard, and a garden. The hosts mainly 
engage in farming and breeding cattle, and serve the traditionally 
produced food to the visitors.

Visitors can take part in everyday work, prepare domestic specialties 
and enjoy a panoramic tour of the village.

“JOŠANICA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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05.
Miodrag Ćulafić
Katun Božićki - Štavna
Andrijevica
+382 69 582 644   
niksaculafic@gmail.com
      Seosko domaćinstvo 
Komovi - Štavna
GPS: 42.71603, 19.6852
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Nevenka Ćirović 
Kralje 
Andrijevica
+382 69 920 290                                            
kraljska.koliba@gmail.com
     Kraljska Koliba - Краљска Колиба
booking.com: Kralje’s cottage
airbnb.com: Kralje’s cottage
GPS: 42.74056, 19.77907

Vuksan Đekić 
Miravčine, Kralje 
Andrijevica
+382 69 959 988                                            
GPS: 42.743151, 19.735833

“Vila Đekić” rural household is located in the picturesque village of Kralje, 
near Andrijevica, on the sunny slopes of Komovi.  This is a perfect place 
for all nature lovers who long for peace and rest. Silence will only be 
interrupted by the streams located near the property.

Primary activity in this household is agriculture. The property has over 
1.200 apple, plum and other fruit trees from which rakija, juices and jams 
are made. Only locally grown products are served. 

Guests can take part in all rural activities, cultivating the field, picking 
seasonal fruits and vegetables, or they can simply enjoy activities such as 
walking, cycling and horseback riding. If they visit the household at the 
right time, they can also participate in the rakija making process.  

“VILA ĐEKIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Nebojša Babović
Dulipolje
Andrijevica
+382 69 442 540                                          
milenababovic00@gmail.com
     Stara brvnara Miljanov Do Konjuhe
     old.house.miljans.valley
booking.com: Stara brvnara Miljanov Do
GPS: 42.69632, 19.75042
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“Komovi - Katun Božićki” rural household is located in the Božići katun, or 
shepherds’ settlement, on a clearing close to the Komovi mountain massif. Guests 
can enjoy a beautiful view of Komovi from this household, and it is also possible to 
see Prokletije and Čakor. This is an authentic Montenegrin katun where visitors can 
still feel the spirit of old times and the way of life of the highlanders from the Komovi 
massif. The household contains several structures – a cabin for the accommodation 
of tourists, a tasting room furnished in the traditional style, stables, pens, hen houses, 
etc. The family mostly engages in cattle breeding and farming.

Visitors can enjoy the preparation of food made from domestic produce and enjoy 
panoramic tours of Komovi, whereas the more ambitious guests may try to conquer 
the peaks of the mountain range.

“KOMOVI - 
KATUN BOŽIĆKI” 
RURAL HOUSEHOLD

“Kraljska Koliba” rural household is located at the third kilometre of the main 
road between Andrijevica and the Trešnjevik mountain pass, towards Kolašin. 
Nestled on the Ćirović family’s property, “Kraljska Koliba” is the best choice 
for those longing for peace and clean air. The property is located in the village 
of Kralje, rich in history, culture and natural beauty. The hosts will provide all 
necessary information and will act as excellent guides, should you decide to visit 
Komovi, Bjelasica or Prokletije. The primary activity in this household is farming 
(growing of vegetables, raspberries, blackberries and chokeberries), and the hosts 
are particularly proud of Montenegrin specialties prepared in the traditional way.
 
In “Kraljska Koliba” you can buy authentic hand-made souvenirs and participate 
in the picking of raspberries, blackberries and chokeberries, making homemade 
products from fruit and vegetables (jams, ajvar pepper spread, slatko fruit 
preserve, juices and other beverages), cultivating of the garden, and you can taste 
Montenegrin specialties.

“KRALJSKA KOLIBA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Miljanov Do” rural household belongs to the Babović family and is tucked 
inside an incredibly beautiful landscape, on a clearing in the village of 
Dulipolje, just outside Andrijevica. It consists of two stone houses which 
are more than 60 years old that have kept their authentic appearance even 
though they have been renovated and are used for tourism.

The Babović family is a certified producer of fruits they use to make 
homemade juices and jams, and they also engage in farming. Most of the 
vegetables they use are grown on their land. During the season you can 
join the hosts and collect medicinal herbs or pick mushrooms and wild 
fruits on the slopes of the nearby mountains. During your stay you can 
also enjoy hiking or cycling.

“MILJANOV DO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Vukašin Raković 
Desin do, Kurikuće 
Berane
+382 69 438 657
GPS: 42.878502, 19.732109

“Desin do” rural household is located in the hamlet of the same name, around 
fifteen kilometers from Berane. 

It consists of the family house, a part of which has been adapted and equipped 
for guests, a garden and an orchard.

The primary activities of the Raković family are agriculture and livestock 
breeding – they grow fruits and vegetables, collect medicinal herbs, pick wild 
fruits that they use for the production of homemade juices and jams, and they 
also produce homemade rakija. The family also has a small apiary where they 
produce homemade honey. 

Guests can participate in all rural activities, cultivating the field, picking 
seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as preparing homemade food. 

“DESIN DO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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09.
Dalibor Ćorović
Štitari 
Berane
+382 68 327 103
corovicdalibor555@gmail.com
GPS: 42.93951, 19.83298
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Miloš Delević
Buče
Berane
+382 67 727 818                                                                                                                                              
bsm.kozmetika@gmail.com 
     Sanja Simonović Delević
GPS: 42.82419, 19.84548

48 km 21 km 190 km
500 m lake
210 km sea

21 km 21 km 0 km

Svetozar Dubak
Reljina 
Berane
+382 67 587 947
GPS: 42.89743, 19.67504
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“Ćorović” rural household is located in the village of Štitari, close to the main 
road between Bijelo Polje and Berane. The hosts of this rural households are 
mostly engaged in beekeeping, and the property consists of the family house 
which has been adapted for the accommodation of guests and an orchard, 
garden and other auxiliary structures such as a barn and other facilities for 
animals – cattle, poultry, rabbits, and sheep.

Guests can take part in all farm chores, work in the field, pick seasonal 
fruits and vegetables, and learn about the making of honey and honey-
based products.

“ĆOROVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Delević” rural household is located in Buče, just outside Berane, and 
consists of two family houses – the old one made of stone, which is more 
than 70 years old, and the new house designed for tourist accommodation. 
The household also contains a field, a garden and a tasting room designed 
in the traditional style.

Primary activities include the production of domestic fruits and vegetables 
and the breeding of poultry. The hosts also produce cosmetics and medicinal 
goods such as various balms, teas, liqueurs, all from wild fruits.

“DELEVIĆ”
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Katun Dubak” rural household is located in the Bjelasica mountain range, 
in the village of Reljine, next to Šiško Lake. The property consists of a 
stone house and two cabins for tourist accommodation. The family mostly 
breeds cattle, but they also have their own garden and orchard. They use 
the fruit to make jams, juices and slatko fruit preserve, as well as rakija.

This is a traditional Montenegrin katun or shepherds’ settlement, meaning 
that guests can enjoy all kinds of farm chores – they can work in the field, 
pick wild fruits, prepare homemade food or enjoy walking tours.

“KATUN DUBAK” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Radan Božović  
Glavaca 
Berane
+382 67 823 626  
+382 67 856 135                                                                               
bozovicradan@gmail.com
GPS: 42.87388, 19.75388

55 km 16 km 174 km
10 km lake
220 km sea

13 km 16 km 1 km
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Vasilije Guberinić
Lokve 
Berane
+382 68 361 667
dragisaguberinic@gmail.com
GPS: 42.83324, 20.02481

49 km 19 km 165 km
40 km lake
205 km sea

500 m 19 km 0 km
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Nikola Pešić
Katun Pešića rupa
Berane
+382 67 870 920
ekokatunkolijevka2019@gmail.com
booking.com: Eko katun Kolijevka
GPS: 42.857693, 19.691784

“Kolijevka” eco katun is located 100m from Pešića lake, in a valley 
between Crna Glava, Zekova Glava and Borova Glava, on a clearing above 
the Pešić tribe katunište. The place where the katun is located is called the 
cradle, hence the name of the household. 

In addition to the facility adapted to the needs of the tourists, the Pešić 
family also has an orchard and a garden where they grow organic 
vegetables: potatoes, peppers, onions, tomatoes. The primary activity of 
the household is agriculture. 

This is a traditional Montenegrin katun, so guests can participate in all rural 
activities – cultivating the field, picking fruits and vegetables, collecting 
medicinal herbs, preparing or trying traditional dishes. 

“KOLIJEVKA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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0,1 km lake
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Milan Kljajić
Lubnice 
Berane
+382 69 537 601      
martin-kljajic@hotmail.com 
booking.com: Lodge Kuća Kljajića
GPS: 42.85765, 19.76428
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“Dolina” rural household is located in the village of Glavaca on a clearing 
near the village church, with a beautiful view of the nearby mountains and 
the village itself.

The property consists of the family house, redesigned to accommodate tourists, 
and several auxiliary facilities for the keeping of animals and agricultural 
products. The Božović family mostly produces organic food (fruits, vegetables, 
meat and dairy products), breeds cattle and keeps bees.
 
Guests can participate in numerous farm chores – cultivating fruits and the 
garden, picking fruits and vegetables, taking care of the animals, etc. Since 
the hosts also keep bees, they will introduce guests to the production of honey 
and other products of beekeeping.

“DOLINA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Gold land” eco farm is located in the village of Lokve, in close proximity 
to the ski centre with the same name. The household consists of two 
cottages for tourists, and the family are mostly farmers (cultivating 
orchards and the garden). The Guberinić family also produces milk and 
dairy products, primarily cheese which is made in a special, traditional and 
unique way you can see only in this part of Montenegro.

In addition to taking part in farm work, hosts also recommend panoramic 
tours of the village, since the landscape is extremely beautiful and 
picturesque.

“GOLD LAND” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Kuća Kljajića” rural household is located in the famous village 
of Lubnica near Berane. The old family house where tourists are 
accommodated, even though recently renovated, has kept its authentic 
appearance. It is more than a hundred years old, is protected by wooden 
pillars, and is a genuine ethnographic museum. It’s all there – from a 
cradle, wooden cutlery and mould for making the opanak shoe, to the 
symbols of the 20th century. In addition to the beautiful view of the 
Jelovica river and mountains, the household provides a full experience 
of the age-old way of life in a mountain village. The property also 
includes a garden and an orchard.

Aside from participating in farm work and taking care of animals, 
guests can also enjoy traditional Montenegrin specialties made from 
homemade meat and dairy products.

“KUĆA KLJAJIĆA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Vujica Šćekić
Štitari
Berane
+382 68 770 131
GPS: 42.938983, 19.837115

“Koritnica” rural household is located in the village of Štitari, about fifteen 
kilometers from Berane. 

It includes a family house that has been renovated and equipped for guests, 
as well as a garden and an orchard. 

The primary activity of the Šćekić family is agriculture - they grow fruits 
and vegetables that they use for the homemade juices and jam production, 
and they also produce homemade rakija.

Guests can participate in all rural activities, cultivating the field, picking 
seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as preparing homemade food.

“KORITNICA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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37 km lake
195 km sea

2 km 16 km 0 km
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18.
Milena Merdović
Kurikuće 
Berane
+382 69 245 901 
+382 67 836 003                                   
mmmerdovic@gmail.com     
booking.com: Country House Malo Selo
airbnb.com: Country House Malo Selo
GPS: 42.87472, 19.75188
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Vanja Raičević
Praćevac
Berane
+382 67 306 007
GPS: 42.85277, 19.78555

50 km 15 km 170 km
7 km lake
220 km sea

10 km 15 km 1,5 km

Luka Merdović
Kurikuće 
Berane
+382 69 582 002
GPS: 42.87481, 19.75183
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“Malo Selo” rural household is located in the village of Kurikuće, at the 
entrance to Biogradska Gora National Park, fifteen kilometres from Berane. 
It includes a family house, a part of which was adapted and furnished 
for the accommodation of guests, as well as a children’s playground. The 
basic activity of the Merdović family is farming – they grow fruits and 
vegetables, collect medicinal herbs, and pick wild fruits they later use to 
produce domestic juices and jams.

Guests can take part in all farm chores, work in the field, pick seasonal 
fruits, and prepare domestic food.

“MALO SELO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Manov Lug” rural household is located in the Praćevac village next to the 
old road between Berane and Kolašin. The household consists of a cabin 
for the accommodation of guests, a terrace, an open tasting room, a small 
garden and a fish pond. The family’s main activity is the farming of fish. 

Guests can participate in seasonal farm chores (working in the garden, 
picking of fruits and vegetables) or helping with the tasks related to the 
farming of fish).

“MANOV LUG” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Merdović” rural household is located in the village of Kurikuće, at 
the entrance of Biogradska Gora National Park, fifteen kilometres from 
Berane. It consists of a family house, a part of which was adapted and 
furnished for the accommodation of guests, a garden, an orchard, as well 
as a children’s playground. The family mainly breeds poultry.

Guests can take part in all farm chores, work in the field, pick seasonal 
fruits and vegetables, and prepare domestic food.

“MERDOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



50 km 15 km 170 km
7 km lake
220 km sea

10 m 15 km 1,5 km
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Milisav Merdović
Kurikuće
Berane
+382 67 545 389                                        
merdovicmo45@gmail.com
GPS: 42.87478, 19.75184

18 19

70 km 35 km 165 km
65 km lake
200 km sea

35 km 35 km 0 km

23.

ENG 6

Borislavka Gudović
Cmiljevica
Berane
+382 69 936 817
GPS: 42.783500, 20.028387

“Murgaš” rural household is located on the Cmiljevica mountain and is a 
true delight for your soul and eyes. 

Apart from the traditional katun accommodation, you can also camp here. 
The hosts will only serve you locally grown food from their garden or food 
gathered at nearby clearings that are rich in medicinal herbs, blueberries 
and mushrooms. 

Guests can take part in all rural activities, gardening, picking seasonal fruits 
and vegetables, making homemade food, or they can explore the landscape.

“MURGAŠ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

60 km 25 km 170 km
7 km lake
220 km sea

10 km 25 km 1 km

22.
Milun Božović
Glavaca 
Berane
+382 67 330 257  
+382 68 027 556                                   
jelenabozovic85@gmail.com
booking.com: Seosko domaćinstvo Mirna luka
GPS: 42.87256, 19.75617

ENG 6

Ivan Božović
Glavaca
Berane
+382 67 565 771
+382 68 049 518
Bozovicivan577@gmail.com
GPS: 42.883464, 19.772563

“Preslo” rural household is located in the village of Glavaca, which offers 
a magnificent view of the surrounding mountains. 

The family house has been partially renovated for providing food and 
accommodation services. The Božović family is mainly engaged in the 
organic food production (fruits, vegetables, meat and dairy products) and 
livestock breeding. 

Guests can take part in a number of rural activities – gardening, picking 
fruit and vegetables, taking care of animals, or simply enjoying the scenic 
landscapes on hiking and biking tours.

“PRESLO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

47 km 12 km 155 km
15 km lake
185 km sea

11 km 12 km 0 km
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“Kurikuće” rural household is located in the village of Kurikuće, at the 
entrance of Biogradska Gora National Park, fifteen kilometres from Berane. 
It consists of a family house, a part of which was adapted and furnished for 
the accommodation of guests, a garden, an orchard, as well as a children’s 
playground. The basic activity of the Merdović family is farming and cattle 
breeding – they grow fruits and vegetables, collect medicinal herbs, and 
pick wild fruits they later use to produce domestic juices and jams, and 
domestic rakija.

Guests can take part in all farm chores, work in the field, pick seasonal fruits 
and vegetables, and prepare domestic food.

“KURIKUĆE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Mirna Luka” rural household, tucked inside the valley of the Glavac 
village just outside Berane, includes a family house and a house for 
tourist accommodation designed in the traditional style of the area. The 
household also includes an open tasting room that fits in perfectly with 
the natural surroundings.

Gathering wild fruits and wild medicinal herbs is a family tradition. The 
Božović family members differentiate between and recognise more than 
1000 different types of tea that they collect, dry and pack in the traditional 
way. In addition to teas, the family also collects wild fruits which they use 
to prepare tasty juices, jams and slatko fruit preserve.
 
Guests can join their hosts in all of these tasks and enjoy an active vacation 
starting from early spring.

“MIRNA LUKA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



Stefan Raković
Reljina
Berane
+382 68 050 263                                        
+382 67 342 690 
stevo.rakovic@gmail.com
GPS: 42.89741, 19.67511

48 km 21 km 190 km
1 km lake
210 km sea

21 km 21 km 0 km

25.
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45 km 20 km 185 km
2 km lake
210 km sea

20 km 20 km 0 km

27.

ENG 5

Danica Šekularac
Suvodo, Berane
+382 68 225 392                                                 
danka.sekularac89@gmail.com                             
     Domacinstvo Sekularac
     Domacinstvo Sekularac
booking.com: Katun Suvodo
airbnb.com: Katun Suvodo
GPS: 42.88809, 19.70524

20 21

55 km 12 km 170 km
6 km lake
220 km sea

2 km 12 km 0 km

28.
Dejan Šekularac
Rijeke
Berane
+382 67 428 786
     Dejan Šekularac
GPS: 42.87248, 19.75649

ENG 7

Željko Senić
Bjelasica bb, Bastahe 
Berane
+382 69 414 989
GPS: 42.85625, 19.70485

60 km 25 km 195 km
1 km lake
220 km sea

6 km 25 km 0 km
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“Rakovića Katun” rural household is located in the Bjelasica mountain 
range, on the territory of the Biogradska Gora National Park. There are 
five glacial lakes in close proximity to the household (Malo Šiško Lake 
and Veliko Šiško Lake, Malo Ursulovačko Lake and Veliko Ursulovačko 
Lake, Pešića Lake), which are very attractive for all guests. The national 
cyclist transversal CT1 passes by the household.

The katun contains several structures (cabins) for tourist accommodation, 
which carry the spirit of the life of old Montenegrins; there are separate 
kitchens and tasting rooms, as well as a field and an orchard where 
domestic food is grown. The primary activity of the Raković family is 
fruit growing – they grow plums they use to prepare jam and rakija.

Guests can enjoy collecting wild fruits, cultivating the garden and 
preparing food from domestic products on their own.

“RAKOVIĆA KATUN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Senića katun” rural household is located on Mount Jelovica, close 
to Pešića Lake. Near the household there is a mini hydro power plant 
with an artificial lake and fishpond. The household has four cabins for 
guest accommodation, and a small garden and field. The Senić family 
primarily engages in farming, beekeeping and cattle breeding.

In addition to the panoramic tours of Bjelasica and Komovi, the guests 
of this katun, or old shepherds’ settlement, can enjoy farm work – 
milking cows, collecting domestic eggs, gathering hay and feeding 
animals. They can also go sports fishing on a mini lake nearby, and 
collect wild fruits. Guests can prepare food on their own using domestic 
products produced in the household.

“SENIĆA KATUN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Katun Suvodo” rural household of the Šekularac family is located at 
the junction of Biogradska Gora National Park, Bjelasica range, and the 
villages at the foot of the mountain. It consists of a family house, cabins 
and bungalows for tourist accommodation, and several structures for cattle, 
sheep and poultry.

The basic household activities include cattle breeding and farming – 
growing of fruits and vegetables, and the production of domestic juices 
and jams.

In addition to a panoramic tour of Bjelasica, guests can join the hosts in all 
activities on the property – picking and processing fruits and vegetables, 
taking care of animals, making dairy products, collecting wild fruits, etc.

“KATUN SUVODO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Rijeke” rural household consists of an old family house, more than 
70 years old, which has been renovated but has kept its authentic 
appearance. In addition to this house, the property includes two 
bungalows for tourist accommodation. The household also has a field, 
an orchard and auxiliary facilities for cattle and poultry.

The guests of this rural household can participate in all farm chores, 
work in the field, pick seasonal fruits and vegetables, and prepare 
domestic food.

“RIJEKE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



-

Slavko Dabetić
Vinićka
Berane
+382 69 637 877
+382 69 248 622
GPS: 42.80091, 19.83674

40 km 6 km 170 km
5 km lake
220 km sea

20 km 6 km 0 km

30.

ENG 8

22 23

Kurikuće, Berane

35 km 8 km 150 km
35 km lake
180 km sea

2 km 8 km 0 km

29.
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Radoman Tijanić
Skakavac
Berane
+382 69 500 836                                             
tijanicradoman@gmail.com
GPS: 42.911652, 19.866213

“Imanje Tijanić” rural household is located 7 km from Berane, in the village of 
Skakavac. The old family house has been adapted for the accommodation of 
guests. The primary activity of the household is livestock breeding, and in 
addition to that, they are engaged in the production of homemade jams, slatko 
and juices, as well as the production of rakija and cheese.

Depending on the season, guests can participate in various activities - gardening 
and household activities, making jams and slatko, picking fruits and vegetables, 
degustation of products and traditional dishes, and they can also try their 
culinary skills in food preparation.

You can also explore the village, the old renovated mill, near which there is a 
marvelous waterfall after which the village is named, as well as several caves 
and the walls of the medieval town of Bihor which is overlooking the village.

“IMANJE TIJANIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

Živko Šekularac
Kurikuće
Berane
+382 68 854 200
sekularacjovan89@gmail.com
GPS: 42.878610, 19.746820

“Zavičaj” rural household, owned by the Šekularac family, is located near Berane, 
at the foot of the Bjelasica mountains. This area is rich in numerous natural beauties, 
among which the glacial lakes - Šiško and Ursulovačko stand out. Right next to 
the property there is a macadam road leading to the Bjelasica mountains.

In addition to the accommodation for tourists, the household also has an orchard 
where various types of plums, pears, sweet and sour cherries are grown, which are 
later used for the production homemade juices and jams. Apart from the orchard, 
there is also a garden where organic vegetables are grown. However, the primary 
activity and tradition of the household is beekeeping and the production of honey 
and other beekeeping products.

Depending on the season and weather conditions, various types of vacation 
activities can be practiced in this rural household- mowing, milking cows, making 
cheese, producing rakija, picking fruits, collecting medicinal and aromatic herbs, 
making souvenirs, etc.

“ZAVIČAJ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

50 km 15 km 160 km
7 km lake
190 km sea

13 km 15 km 0,5 km
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“Vasojevka” rural household is located in the picturesque village of 
Vinićka, just outside Berane. It consists of a family house, adapted for 
tourist accommodation, as well as a field, orchard and small vineyard. 
The primary activities in this household include fruit growing and 
cattle breeding.

Visitors can enjoy all farm chores, such as working in the field, picking 
seasonal fruits and vegetables, taking care of animals, etc.

“VASOJEVKA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Dimitrije Dulović
Ravna Rijeka
Bijelo Polje
+382 68 544 774                                       
dimitrijebp@hotmail.com           
     Eko Imanje Pod Bjelasicom
booking.com: Eco estate under Bjelasica 
mountain
GPS: 42.98966, 19.72549

19 km 19 km 149 km
59 km lake
210 km sea

10 km 19 km 1,5 km

5 km 5 km 135 km
30 km lake
200 km sea

1 km 5 km 2 km

32.

33.

Milomir Đalović
Vlah bb, Bistrica
Bijelo Polje
+382 68 858 610
GPS: 43.07215, 19.83414

ENG
RUS 6

ENG
RUS 4

25 km 25 km 113 km
40 km lake
185 km sea

3 km 25 km 2 km

Muharem Muzurović
Mirojevići bb, Bistrica
Bijelo Polje
+382 69 052 257                                                                                         
tatomuzurovic@gmail.com
GPS: 43.07098, 19.8279

Miloje Madžgalj
Tomaševo
Bijelo Polje
+382 69 648 648
GPS: 43.08782, 19.62792

17 km 17 km 147 km
60 km lake
210 km sea

10 km 17 km 2 km
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“Đalović” rural household is located in the village of Vlah, just 15 
minutes from the centre of Bijelo Polje by car. The household consists 
of an old country house which was renovated, a tasting room, orchard 
and field. The household offers an incredible view of the Đalovića gorge, 
which is a famous tourist attraction of this region.

The Đalović family mostly engages in farming, and while you are in 
the household you can take part in farm chores – working in the field, 
cultivating the garden, picking fruits and vegetables, and taking care of 
the animals. You can also prepare food according to traditional recipes 
of this region using organic produce.

“ĐALOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Eco farm Pod Bjelasicom” is located at the foot of mount Bjelasica, in 
the village of Ravna Rijeka, just 900 metres from the main road between 
Bijelo Polje and Podgorica. Even though it is close to the main road, this 
countryside property is genuinely idyllic. 

You can enjoy resting in the cottage which includes a living room, 
kitchen, bathroom and one bedroom. The food and specialties the hosts 
serve were completely produced according to traditional methods. The 
host is a licenced guide, and can take you to cycling and hiking tours 
across Bjelasica.

“EKO IMANJE 
POD BJELASICOM” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Muzurović” rural household is situated in the village of Bistrica, close 
to Đalovića gorge. It consists of a modern house with several apartments, 
modern tasting room, orchard, field and fish farm with nine ponds. The 
primary activity the family engages in is fish farming. 

The hosts will introduce you to the way fish is grown and you can take 
part in everyday farm work, and prepare food from organically produced 
foodstuffs on your own if you wish.

“MUZUROVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Madžgalj” rural household is located in the village of Tomaševo, on 
the left side of the main road between Bijelo Polje and Podgorica. It 
includes an adapted family house, orchard and field where seasonal 
fruits and vegetables are grown, typical of this region (potatoes, corn 
and onion). The family mostly grows fruit and they have many apple 
and plum trees on their property.

It is possible to participate in everyday farm work on the property, 
and you can prepare food from organically produced foodstuffs on 
your own.

“MADŽGALJ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



25 km 25 km 125 km
40 km lake
185 km sea

3 km 25 km 2 km

90 km 4 km 100 km
15 km lake
130 km sea

1 km 4 km 0,5 km

“Oaza” rural household is located in Vusanje, not far from the famous 
Grlja waterfall and the Alipaša springs. Whichever way you go, you will 
come across one of nature’s jewels in this part of Montenegro.

The household has several bungalows for guests. In addition to food 
and accommodation services, the hosts are also engaged in agriculture 
and livestock breeding, and they offer their guests only locally grown 
products.

The hosts will also organize guided tours and hiking tours beneath the 
peak of Mala Jezerca for their guests.

“OAZA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

36.

37.

ENG
RUS

Vučko Pešić
Tomaševo
Bijelo Polje
+382 69 665 217                                  
+382 68 523 839                              
vuckopesic1@gmail.com
GPS: 43.0874, 19.62986

Gjonbalaj Ferizu
Vusanje
Gusinje
+382 67 219 042
feriz.gjonbalaj@hotmail.ch
booking.com: Bungalows-Oaza 
GPS: 42.528689, 19.834575

2 km 2 km 75 km
15 km lake
112 km sea

X 2 km 2 km

Aleksandar Šuković
Bakovići
Kolašin
+382 67 422 695                                                                                                                                              
djevojackimost@t-com.me                                         
     Djevojački most
     djevojački_most
airbnb.com: Djevojački most
GPS: 42.84491, 19.51498

38.

12ENG
RUS

28 29

ENG 12

“Janketić” rural household is located in the heart of the Bjelasica mountains 
in the zone of the Biogradska Gora National Park. A 7km long macadam road 
leads from the Biogradsko Lake to this household, and then continues to Zekova 
Glava and numerous katuni in the Bjelasica mountains. 

The household offers accommodation in huts and the tasting of homemade 
products.

Just a 10 minutes’ walk from the household, there is a viewpoint overlooking 
Biogradsko Lake and the rainforest. Guests of this household can also visit 
some of the other lakes in the immediate vicinity - Malo and Veliko Šiško Lake, 
Ursulovačko Lake or Pešića Lake.

On their return from hiking, guests can enjoy additional activities, like various 
board, sports and recreational games.

“JANKETIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

10 km 10 km 110 km
7 km lake
7 km sea

7 km 10 km 0 km

39.
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Miloš Janketić
Katun Dolovi Lalevića
Kolašin
+382 67 167 681               
      Camp Janketic
      Camp Janketic
booking.com: Camp Janketic
airbnb.com: Camp Janketic
GPS: 42.898767, 19.630815
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“Pešić” rural household is located in the village of Tomaševo, on the 
right side of the main road between Bijelo Polje and Podgorica. It 
includes an adapted family house, large tasting room, orchard and field 
where seasonal vegetables are grown (potato, corn and onion). Also, 
the household contains several auxiliary facilities, stables, barns, hen 
houses, etc. The primary activities in this household are cattle breeding 
and farming, and they are renowned for the production of domestic 
layered and rolled cheese. The family also engages in beekeeping and 
they have around 50 bee colonies.

The visitors of this household can participate in all farm chores – working 
in the garden, picking fruits and vegetables during the season, feeding 
and taking care of the animals, etc. The hosts will introduce the guests 
with the process of making cheese, honey and honey-related products.

“PEŠIĆ” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Djevojački Most” rural household is located in Bakovići, just outside 
Kolašin on the road to Mojkovac. The village got its name after the 
bridge of the same name that is reflected in the waters of the Plašnica 
mountain river. It consists of a hotel with a restaurant, family house 
and several structures that house the animals. In addition to farming, 
the family keeps pigs and poultry.

The visitors can enjoy the beautiful nature of this area, surrounded by 
mountain wreaths of Sinjajevina and Bjelasica, and the traditional and 
international gastro specialties.

“DJEVOJAČKI 
MOST” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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25 km 25 km 90 km
40 km lake
130 km sea

12 km 25 km 0 km

“Ječmen do” rural household is located on the Sinjajevina highland 
plateau.

The hosts will offer you accommodation in a traditional Montenegrin 
katun. They are mainly engaged in the production of organic food (fruits, 
vegetables, meat and dairy products) and livestock breeding.

Guests can take part in numerous rural activities - gardening, picking 
fruit and vegetables, taking care of animals, collecting herbs and making 
various juices and jams, or they can simply enjoy the scenic landscape 
during hiking and cycling tours.

“JEČMEN DO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

40.
Veselinka Rakočević
+382 69 683 833
bijelicsandra60@gmail.com
GPS: 42.907822, 19.375965

32

ENG 7

24 km 24 km 90 km
34 km lake
120 km sea

24 km 24 km 0 km

“Katun Kuline” rural household is located on the Sinjajevina highland 
plateau in Potrk Mandića. 

The katun includes a family house, adapted for the accommodation of 
guests, as well as several support facilities. The Jeknić family is mainly 
engaged in the production of organic food (fruits, vegetables, meat and 
dairy products) and livestock breeding. 

Guests can participate in a number of rural activities - gardening, picking 
fruit and vegetables, taking care of animals, collecting herbs and making 
various juices and jams, or they can simply enjoy the scenic landscapes 
during hiking and cycling tours. The hosts also own a few horses, so they 
will offer you horseback riding tours on the Sinjajevina.

“KATUN 
KULINE” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

Obren Jeknić
Potrk Mandića, Kuline, Sinjajevina
Kolašin
+382 68 718 716
+382 68 258 278
bulatovicdamjana@gmail.com
      Katun Kuline
      Katun Kuline
booking.com: Katun Kuline
GPS: 42.913375, 19.334640

41.
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Miloš Bulatović
Rovačko Trebaljevo 
Kolašin
+382 68 818 737                                         
+382 69 524 515                                                                                         
lidijabulatovic@gmail.com                       
booking.com: Etno konak MB
GPS: 42.86608, 19.52761

6 km 6 km 75 km
10 km lake
150 km sea

1 km 6 km 0 km
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33

30 km 30 km 97 km
10 m lake
130 km sea

20 km 30 km 2 km

43.
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Dragomir Minić
Trebješ
Kolašin
+382 69 228 420                                                                            
+382 67 120 202                             
montemoya@yahoo.com  
     Kapetanovo lake centar Crne Gore
GPS: 42.81187, 19.23356
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“Bulatović” rural household is located in the village of Rovačko 
Trebaljevo, just outside Kolašin. The household consists of a family 
house and two auxiliary structures – summer kitchen and veranda. The 
household includes a big garden and a greenhouse, where domestic 
vegetables are grown.

The visitors of this household can enjoy eating domestic food, visiting 
local landmarks or getting to know the rural way of life.

“BULATOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Minić” rural household, i.e. the “Kapetanovo Lake” katun, or old 
shepherds’ settlement, is located on the shore of the lake of the same 
name, in the geographical centre of Montenegro. Close to the household 
is the Mrtvica river canyon. It consists of a family house, adapted for the 
stay of tourists, and one cabin.

In addition to rural tourism, the main activities in this household are 
farming and cattle breeding.

Guests can enjoy the natural beauty of mount Lukavica and the 
surrounding mountains, they can go hiking, swimming in the lake, riding 
a bicycle or they can take part in farm work such as milking of cows and 
producing homemade layered cheese and other dairy products.

“MINIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



13 km 3 km 83 km
30 km lake
149 km sea

10 km 13 km 0 km

45.
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Gordana Dulović
Gornje Lipovo
Kolašin
+382 68 056 515
gordanadulovic72@gmail.com
     dulovic_biggrove
GPS: 42.88444, 19.39468

34 35

12 km 12 km 65 km
25 km lake
100 km sea

7 km 12 km 0 km
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Milinko Puletić
Gornje Lipovo
Kolašin
+382 68 793 935  
+382 69 240 838                                     
puleticmisko@yahoo.com          
     Konoba Lipovo
GPS: 42.85305, 19.49422

Jelena Vujičić
Obod, Žari
Mojkovac
+382 69 259 099
agrovujicic@gmail.com
      AgroV Rooms
      AgroV Rooms Mojkovac
booking.com: AgroV Rooms
airbnb.com: Agrov Bedroom
GPS: 43.023579, 19.591625

Ivan Ašanin
Stevanovac
Mojkovac
+382 67 587 179
ivan.asanin@t-com.me
GPS: 42.989877, 19.547208

“AgroV” rural household is located on the property of the Vujičić family, 
which is over 300 years old, in the village of Obod, at the very edge of the 
municipality of Mojkovac.

The main activities of this household are the production of arable crops and 
rural tourism. The hosts say that their door is open to all tireless explorers 
who know how to truly enjoy the untouched and perfectly clean nature, chilly 
nights and indescribable landscape. 

Guests can take part in numerous rural activities - gardening, picking fruit 
and vegetables, making various juices and jams. 

“Ašanin” rural household is located in Stevanovac and has the single largest 
orchard in the municipality of Mojkovac. 

The household is registered for the production of organic agricultural 
products, and also offers accommodation services in the family house. A 
line for the production of chokeberry, plum and other fruit jams has been 
installed in the support facility. They are recognized for the production of 
chokeberry jam with blueberries, osmotically dried chokeberries, dried 
chokeberries and dried apple chips.

Guests can take part in a number of activities with the hosts – cultivating 
garden and orchard, picking fruit and making various juices and jams.

“AGROV” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“AŠANIN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

6,5 km 13 km 120 km
10 km lake
150 km sea

2 km 13 km 8 km

6,5 km 13 km 120 km
10 km lake
150 km sea

2 km 13 km 8 km
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“Farma sira Puletić Milinko” is located in the village of Gornje Lipovo 
near Kolašin. The household consists of several structures – family 
house with several accommodation units, tasting room furnished in 
the traditional style, cheese making room and facilities for the keeping 
of cattle and sheep.

The visitors of this household can enjoy domestic specialties prepared 
according to traditional recipes, beautiful nature and, thanks to the kind 
hosts, you can learn about the customs and culture of this region, go 
on a tour of the village or learn about farm work, cattle breeding or 
cheese making.

“FARMA SIRA 
PULETIĆ MILINKO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Veliki Lug” rural household of the Dulović family is located in the 
village of Gornje Lipovo. Situated at the foot of mount Sinjajevina, 
near the Babin Zub peak, it consists of a stone house, more than 60 
years old, which has kept its original appearance after renovation. There 
is also an auxiliary cabin, stables, barns, and hen houses. This family 
mostly engages in farming and cattle breeding, and one of the household 
specialties is the famous layered cheese from Kolašin.
 
The visitors can, in addition to visiting local mountains, join the hosts 
in the everyday farm work – feeding and milking of cows, collecting 
domestic eggs, fruits and vegetables, and they can learn how to make 
traditional Montenegrin dishes in the kitchen.

“VELIKI LUG” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



25 km 25 km 120 km
8 m lake
150 km sea

1,5 km 25 km 1,5 km

5 km 5 km 100 km
8 km lake
150 km sea

300 m 4 km 0 km
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Vesna Đurišić
Dobrilovina
Mojkovac
+382 69 103 113                                                                                                                     
+382 69 444 590                           
ekooazatara@gmail.com
www.eko-oaza.me 
     Eko-Oaza Tear of Europe
     Eko-Oaza Tear of Europe
booking.com: Eko Oaza-Tear of Europe
GPS: 43.01753, 19.41015

Nataša Fuštić
Podbišće
Mojkovac
+382 68 022 260                                                                                                                         
natasacoric2002@gmail.com
sluzbappv@gmail.com
     Kolibe Ćorić
     Kolibe Ćorić
booking.com: Kolibe Coric
airbnb.com: Kolibe Coric
GPS: 42.93764, 19.55582
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30 km 30 km 150 km

6 km lake
180 km sea

3 km 30 km 1,5 km

Zagorka Stanišić
Dobrilovina  
Mojkovac
+382 60 004 014                                                                                                                                             
kapijakanjona@yahoo.com                                        
     Kamp Kapija kanjona
     Kamp Kapija kanjona
booking.com: Guesthouse Kapija Kanjona
GPS: 43.05183, 19.38591

51.
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Saša Bošković
Žari
Mojkovac
+382 67 600 753
GPS: 43.020284, 19.588590

“Bošković” rural household is located in the village of Žari, on the border 
between the municipalities of Mojkovac and Bijelo Polje. 

It includes a house, a part of which has been adapted and equipped for 
guests, a garden and an orchard. The primary activity of the Bošković 
family is agriculture - they grow fruits and vegetables, which they use to 
produce homemade juices and jams, and homemade rakija.

Guests can participate in all rural activities, cultivating the field, picking 
seasonal fruits and vegetables, as well as making homemade food.

“BOŠKOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

6,5 km 13 km 120 km
10 km lake
150 km sea

2 km 13 km 8 km
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“Eko Oaza - Suza Evrope” is an eco-camp located at the bank of the Tara 
river, which is so clear that it is referred to as the Teardrop of Europe. The 
property consists of a family house with a tasting room and several facilities 
such as bungalows, cabins, kitchen, toilets and bathrooms for campers. The 
property is located on the road between Mojkovac and Đurđevića Tara, 
which is the starting point for rafting on this river.

Camp visitors can take part in everyday farm chores – working in the field, 
gathering hay, feeding and milking cows, making cheese, etc.

“EKO OAZA – 
SUZA EVROPE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Kapija Kanjona” is located on the bank of the Tara river. It consists 
of a family house with a tasting room, and several auxiliary structures, 
bungalows, cabins and a kitchen. The property is located on the road 
between Mojkovac and Đurđevića Tara, which is the starting point for 
rafting on this river.

In addition to enjoying natural beauties of this area, camp visitors can 
also take part in everyday farm chores – working in the field, gathering 
hay, feeding and milking cows, preparing food from domestic products.

“KAPIJA 
KANJONA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Kolibe Ćorić” rural household is located at the highest point of the 
village of Podbišće, with a remarkable view of Mojkovac. It includes 
several structures – handmade cabin furnished in the traditional fashion, 
children’s playground, several viewpoints in treetops, raspberry 
plantation and an orchard with Siberian chokeberry. There is also a 
garden where domestic, seasonal, organic vegetables are grown.

Visitors can take part in all farm chores – work in the field, gather 
hay, pick medicinal herbs and wild fruits, and prepare domestic food.

“KOLIBE ĆORIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



38 39

Marko Ristić
Mostine
Mojkovac
+382 69 404 222
+382 67 022 201
tarariverside.mojkovac@gmail.com
      Tara Riverside
      Tara Riverside
Booking: Tara Riverside
GPS: 42.956515, 19.577612

“Tara Riverside” rural household is located in Mojkovac, at the crossroads of 
the main highway and the regional road leading to Žabljak. The household is 
located on the banks of the river Tara and offers a view of the old bridge and 
the Monument to the Heroes of the Battle of Mojkovac, symbols of the town.

There is a stadium nearby, as well as the newly opened sports and recreation 
zone with walking and biking paths. 

It has four cottages for guests. The property also includes a family house, 
a garden and a summerhouse. Guests are offered locally grown products. 

The hosts can help you organize canyoning, rafting and hiking tours, as well 
as individual and group trainings training units.

“TARA RIVERSIDE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

2 km 0,7 km 100 km
12 km lake
130 km sea

0,5 km 1 km 1 km

55.
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Vukašin Rovčanin
Zaboj  
Mojkovac
+382 68 067 783
booking.com: Guesthouse Rovcanin
GPS: 43.01279, 19.37311

30 km 30 km 100 km
150 m lake
150 km sea

8 km 30 km 0 km

54.

ENG 15

Goran Rabrenović
Polja  
Mojkovac
+382 67 888 866                                                                                                                                             
interrad@t-com.me
     Kamp Rabrenović
     Kamp Rabrenović            
booking.com: Camp Rabrenović
airbnb.com: Cabins Rabrenović
GPS: 42.97021, 19.53474

5 km 5 km 100 km
7 km lake
150 km sea

1,5 km 4 km 1,5 km

53.
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5 km 5 km 102 km
16 km lake
150 km sea

4 km 5 km 1,5 km

Milanka Bogavac 
Bjelojevići 
Mojkovac
+382 69 478 271                                                                                                                                              
jovanabogavac11@gmail.com
GPS: 42.9224, 19.59102
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“Kamp Rabrenović” rural household is located just outside Mojkovac 
in the village of Polje, on the road between Mojkovac and Žabljak. It 
consists of a family house and several cabins with apartments furnished 
in the traditional style, as well as a well-designed auto camp with a total 
of 14 parking places. The household includes a field and a greenhouse, 
where organic seasonal fruits are grown.

Camp visitors can take part in all farm chores, work in the field, gather 
hay, pick medicinal herbs and wild fruits, and prepare domestic food.

“KAMP 
RABRENOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Katun Laništa” rural household of the Bogavac family is located in the
village of Bjelojevići. The family primarily engages in agriculture and 
cattle breeding, and the household consists of a family house and several 
structures (bungalows and cabins) for tourist accommodation. The 
household includes a tasting room designed in the traditional style, and 
structures for the housing of animals, as well as a garden and orchard.

The visitors of this rural household can try everyday farm work during 
their stay – working in the field and orchard, taking care of the animals, etc.

“KATUN LANIŠTA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Rovčanin” rural household, i.e. Zaboj katun, or shepherds’ settlement, 
is located just 150 metres from Zaboj Lake. It includes a mountain 
family house adapted for tourist accommodation and five bungalows. 
The family of this household mostly engages in farming and cattle 
breeding, and the property also includes a garden and an orchard. The 
household also has an apiary, as the family are producers of honey.

The visitors of this rural household can take part in farm chores such 
as working in the garden, picking fruits and vegetables, and can also 
prepare national cuisine dishes.

“ROVČANIN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



3 km 3 km 96 km
9 km lake
140 km sea

3 km 3 km 0 km

57.
Ljubomir Vukadinović
Bojna Njiva 
Mojkovac
+382 67 438 678                                                                                                                                         
skbjelogrivac@gmail.com 
     Imanje Vukadinović
     Imanje Vukadinović
booking.com: Estate Vukadinovic
GPS: 42.96964, 19.59619
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40 km 10 km 165 km
35 km lake
220 km sea

10 km 10 km 0 km

Almir Adrović
Bor 
Petnjica
+382 69 523 965
adrovic.ago@gmail.com
GPS: 42.94784, 20.02274

58.

4ENG

40 41

Branislav Vuković
Donja Štitarica
Mojkovac
+382 69 501 804
pavlevukovic997@gmail.com
      Ethno Village Stitarica
booking.com: Ethno Village Štitarica
GPS: 42.923554, 19.540257

“Vuković” rural household is located in the famous Montenegrin village of Štitarica, 
between Mojkovac and Kolašin, at the foot of the Sinjajevina highland plateau. 

The main activity of the household is fruit growing, but they also have their own 
garden where they grow vegetables for their own needs, as well as for their guests. 
They are engaged in the production of homemade juices, slatko and jams, and 
they also produce homemade rakija. They have their own raspberry garden and 
are engaged in the production of strawberries, so depending on the season, tourists 
can participate in all household activities and chores. 

Through the village to Sinjajevina highland plateau there are marked hiking and 
cycling paths that lead to the Ružica church, offering a beautiful view of the 
landscape. On the property there are many routes for an easy walk along the bank of 
the Štitarička river, through meadows and forests with viewpoints and places to rest.

“VUKOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

9 km 8 km 100 km
10 km lake
130 km sea

6 km 6 km 1 km
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“Bojna Njiva” rural household is located in the village of Bojna Njiva 
above Mojkovac, with a remarkable view of the surrounding landscape. 
The property consists of a wooden mountain house and two more cabins 
for tourist accommodation, as well as a summer house. The family 
mostly grows fruits (apple and chokeberry plantations, production of 
fruit juices without additives). There is also a mini golf terrain.

Visitors can take part in farm chores – working in the orchard and 
field, preparing food from domestic products and learning about the 
production of domestic squeezed juices.

“BOJNA NJIVA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

Owing to its position, since it is located on a hiking trail at the altitude 
of 1,240 m above sea level, “Adrović” rural household is suitable for 
all those who enjoy exploring the mountains. The property includes a 
family house with tasting room, cottages for accommodation of visitors 
and several auxiliary structures for the keeping of cattle and for the 
storing of agricultural machines.

The basic activities in the household include farming and cattle 
breeding, and the visitors can take part in working in the field, taking 
care of animals, and also learn about the production of dairy products 
and the operating of agricultural machinery.

“ADROVIĆ”
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



55 km 25 km 170 km
45 km lake
230 km sea

25 km 25 km 2 km

60.
Tufo Ajdarpašić
Vrševo bb, Vrševo 
Petnjica
+382 67 451 816                                                                                                                                     
tufo.ajdarpasic@gmail.com
     Tufo Ajdarpašić
     Tufo Ajdarpašić
GPS: 42.94689, 19.95738
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Admir Lalić
Bogajiće
Plav
+382 67 424 200
alalic@gmail.com
GPS: 42.583622, 19.957295

“1060” rural household is located in the village of Bogajiće at an 
altitude of up to 1060 meters, just 3 kilometers from the center of Plav.

The household includes a family house which has been adjusted 
for guests, a garden and an orchard with different types of apples, 
pears, plums and quinces, which the hosts use to produce various 
juices and jams.

Staying in this household at the foot of Prokletije is a real paradise 
for mountain lovers. You can choose between different hiking or 
cycling tours.

“1060” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

80 km 3 km 185 km
3 km lake
215 km sea

3 km 3 km 0 km

61.

ENG 6

80 km 2 km 150 km
2 km lake
180 km sea

1,5 km 1,5 km 0 km

62.Hakija Jasavić
Malo selo 
Plav
+382 68 872 853
+382 68 211 356
hakija.jasavic@gmail.com
     Eco Village Jasavic
     Eco Village Jasavic
booking.com: Eco Village Jasavic
airbnb.com: Eco Village Jasavic
GPS: 42.59344, 19.95654
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Amar Skenderović
Vrelo Trpezi
Petnjica
+382 69 085 167                                                                                                                                              
elisskenderovic@gmail.com
www.etnoselovrelo.com
     Etno selo VRELO Trpezi
     Etno selo Vrelo Trpezi                
booking.com: Etno selo Vrelo
airbnb.com: Etno selo Vrelo
GPS: 42.90123, 20.01031

35 km 6 km 160 km
25 km lake
220 km sea

6 km 6 km 1,5 km
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“Vrelo” rural household is located on the source of the Trpeška river 
at the foot of Goleši hill. It consists of two large structures, completely 
constructed and designed in the traditional style, which include several 
accommodation units and a spacious tasting room.

The family primarily deals with the farming and selling of fish (they 
own a fish farm with 15 ponds), and also cultivate a field and an orchard.

The hosts will introduce you to the way they farm fish and other everyday 
farm chores, and you can prepare food yourself using organically 
produced foodstuffs if you wish.

“VRELO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Hamdijina Kula” rural household is located at the top of the village 
of Vrševo and has a magnificent view of the surrounding area, known 
as Bihor. It consists of a family house more than 70 years old, which 
has kept its original appearance after renovation, and a tasting room, 
orchard, apiary and arable surfaces. The family mostly grow vegetables, 
other crops, fruits and keep bees.

Since beekeeping is their primary activity, this household also has a 
structure for the production and processing of honey, and the visitors 
can, depending on the time of year, join the hosts in the extraction of 
honey and other related activities.

“HAMDIJINA 
KULA” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Jasavić” rural household is located in the village of Malo Selo, on a high point that 
offers a magnificent view of the town of Plav and Plavsko Lake. The Peaks of the 
Balkans walking trail passes near the property, and the lovers of hiking will be thrilled 
to learn that there are more than 200 mountain peaks nearby above the altitude of 2000 
metres. The property consists of a family house adapted for the accommodation of 
guests, a garden, and an orchard. The Jasavić family mostly engages in farming and 
beekeeping, which means that guests can always expect to be treated with domestic 
dairy products, such as cheese, soured milk and kajmak clotted cream, mountain 
honey, organic fruits and vegetables, and many traditional dishes and cookies.

Guests can enjoy an active vacation by walking, cycling or swimming in one of 
the nearby lakes (Plavsko, Hridsko, Visitorsko, and Đeravičko), or by taking part 
in farm chores together with the hosts – taking care of the animals, working in the 
garden, or preparing food.

“JASAVIĆ”
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



44 45

65 km 17 km 160 km
3 km lake
230 km sea

17 km 17 km 0 km

Gojko Jokić
Čakor
Plav
+382 69 539 384
GPS: 42.67182, 20.00867

Ramo Redžematović
Bajrovića katun
Plav
+382 69 584 730                                          
+382 69 988 126
samelovakolibahrid@gmail.com                                                                                                                                              
     Samelova koliba/Samel’s Cottage                        
     Samel’s cottage
GPS: 42.59752, 20.03098

70 km 25 km 180 km
32 km lake
230 km sea

6 km 25 km 0 km

65.
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The family household “Dobra sela” of the Jakić family is located about 10 km 
from Durmitor National Park and 3.5 km from Nevidio Canyon. Bukovica 
Canyon is in its immediate vicinity as well. This region abounds in rivers, so 
visitors can enjoy waterfalls and beaches on the Bijela river, as well as extreme 
sports in the canyon of the Komarnica river. 

On the Jakić family property there is a family house which is partly equipped 
for guests, as well as a large number of auxiliary facilities. The family has a 
great number of livestock, a large orchard and vegetable garden. They prepare 
various juices, jams and rakija from the products from the farm.

Depending on the time of year, guests can help with numerous household 
activities or enjoy the natural beauty of this area. 

“DOBRA SELA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

60 km 1,5 km 135 km
6 km lake
210 km sea

200 m 1,5 km 0 km

52 km 3,5 km 110 km
3,5 km lake
116 km sea

3 km 3,5 km 3 km
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64.
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Dostana Savić
Pepiće
Plav
+382 69 590 293                                          
+382 67 977 410                                                                                                                                         
aleksandrasavic09@gmail.com 
     Kosta’s seosko domacinstvo
booking.com: Kosta’s kuca za odmor
GPS: 42.65677, 19.90001

Jugoslav Jakić
Dobra sela
Šavnik
+382 69 309 050
jugoslav.jakic@yahoo.com
GPS: 42.964348, 19.099336N
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“Kosta’S” rural household is located in the village of Pepiće, close to 
Plav, and is surrounded by mounts Prokletije, Čakor and Bjelasica. 
In addition to the family house, the property also includes a cottage 
for tourist accommodation, and an orchard with a large plantation of 
raspberries, blackberries and chokeberries. The family mostly engages 
in beekeeping and farming.

The hospitable hosts will introduce visitors to beekeeping and honey 
production, and to the picking of raspberries and working in the field. 
Also, depending on the time of year, visitors may learn about the process 
of making domestic rakija from the fruits grown in their own orchard.

“KOSTA’S” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Vujov Katun” rural household is located on the Čakor mountain pass, 
on the mountain of the same name. This is a traditional Montenegrin 
katun, or shepherds’ settlement, with cabins adapted for accommodation 
of tourists.

In addition to the opportunity to visit mount Čakor and enjoy the natural 
beauty of this area, visitors can try farm work, such as feeding of 
animals or traditional preparation of dairy products, thus experiencing 
the spirit of old times and feeling the charm of rural life.

“VUJOV KATUN” 
RURAL
HOUSEHOLD

“Samelova Koliba” rural household is located in the Bajrović katun, or 
shepherds’ settlement, inside Prokletije National Park. It consists of several 
structures – cottage, bungalows, facilities for cattle and poultry. The primary 
activity of this household is cattle breeding and farming, the growing of 
raspberries, blackberries and chokeberries, and the production of domestic 
dairy products – cheese, kajmak clotted cream, and varenika boiled milk.

This place is a true paradise for nature lovers – for those ready to conquer 
the highest mountain peaks, try cycling on mountain tracks, and also for 
those who just wish to relax and enjoy a walk in the clear mountain air. 
It is easy to get from here to the Hridsko Lake (“lake of happiness”) on a 
marked track while walking through a picturesque landscape surrounded 
by coniferous trees.

“SAMELOVA 
KOLIBA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



75 km 52 km 192 km
8 km lake
285 km sea

30 km 52 km 1,5 km

107 km 19 km 165 km
45 km lake
167 km sea

19 km 19 km 0 km

“Mijakovići” rural household is located in the village of the same name on 
the road between Žabljak and Pljevlja, 18 km away from the Tara Canyon.
 
It is surrounded by nature, so peace and privacy are guaranteed here. 
The primary activity of the household is agriculture, and guests, together 
with their hosts, can participate in many gardening activities during the 
season. The hosts will offer a traditional Montenegrin breakfast prepared 
with the experience of connecting food with nature, customs and culture.

While staying at “Mijaković” you can also plan a tour of the Durmitor 
National Park, visiting cultural and historical landmarks in Pljevlja, rafting 
or kayaking on the Tara, etc.

“MIJAKOVIĆI” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

68.

67.

Milorad Dakić
Bukovica, Piperi 
Pljevlja
+382 69 223 739                                          
+382 68 801 253
GPS: 43.50499, 19.04014

Stanimirka Popović
Mijakovići
Pljevlja
+382 68 849 169
joksimovics810@gmail.com
airbnb.com: Etno village Mijakovici
GPS: 43.230921, 19.381450
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22 km lake
170 km sea

0 km 22 km 0 km

69.
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Milija Kljajević
Đurđevića Tara 
Pljevlja
+382 67 628 512                                                                                                                                              
jelena.kljajevic92@t-com.me
GPS: 43.15635, 19.29707

46 km 22 km 130 km
22 km lake
170 km sea

0 km 22 km 0 km

70.
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Goran Leković
Đurđevića Tara
Pljevlja
+382 67 656 164                                                                                     
info@inforaftingtara.com                                                                                                                                          
www.inforaftingtara.com 
     Rafting Tara - Triftar - Goran Leković
     rafting_rooms_tara_
booking.com: Rafting Apartments Goran Lekovic
GPS: 43.1668, 19.28028
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“Dakić” rural household is located in the hamlet of Piperi, in the village 
of Rudnice outside Pljevlja. In addition to the family house, the property 
includes six bungalows for tourist accommodation. The Dakić family 
mostly engages in farming and wood processing.

The visitors of this rural household can engage in common farm chores 
– work in the field, pick fruits and vegetables, work in the garden, and 
learn about carpentry. It is especially interesting to learn how wooden 
roof tiles – šindra – were once made.

“DAKIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Kljajevića Voćnjak” rural household is located on a high point near the 
famous bridge on the Tara, with a perfect view of the bridge and the river 
canyon. The property includes a family house, cottage, large orchard and 
garden where organic products are grown.

The time spent in the household can be complemented by farm chores – 
working in the field, cultivating the garden, picking fruits and vegetables, 
and you can also take care of the animals or prepare food from organic 
products according to traditional local recipes.

“KLJAJEVIĆA 
VOĆNJAK” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Đurđevića Tara” rural household is located in the village of the same 
name close to the bridge on the Tara. Due to the proximity of the 
canyon, the family in this household also organises rafting, canyoning 
and walking tours. However, they primarily engage in farming and 
cattle breeding. The property consists of a family house adapted for 
tourist accommodation and several auxiliary facilities (stables, barns, 
hen houses).

The time spent in the household can be complemented with farm 
chores – working in the field, cultivating the garden, picking fruits 
and vegetables, and you can also take care of the animals or prepare 
food from organic foodstuffs according to traditional local recipes.

“ĐURĐEVIĆA 
TARA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



46 km 21 km 130 km
24 km lake
170 km sea

0 km 21 km 0 km

130 km 30 km 216 km
30 km lake
270 km sea

20 km 30 km 3 km

71.

72.
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Mladen Leković
Đurđevića Tara
Pljevlja
+382 69 875 032                                                                                    
info@lekovicrafting.me   
www.lekovicrafting.me                                                                                                                           
     Lekovic Rafting 
     Lekovic Rafting Tara
GPS: 43.1668, 19.28028

Milan Marić
Rađevići
Pljevlja
+382 67 624 703                                                                                                              
nemanjamaric01@gmail.com
GPS: 43.441, 19.1607

ENG 15
112 km 29 km 215 km

15 km lake
250 km sea

29 km 29 km 0 km

Miodrag Rovčanin
Rudnica
Pljevlja
+382 67 005 205
miodragrovcanin@gmail.com
     Seosko domaćinstvo Rovčanin - Rudnica
GPS: 43.39728, 19.09096

Blažo Popović
Hoćevina
Pljevlja
+382 68 883 181                                                                                                                              
blazopopovic@gmail.com
booking.com: Popovic estate
GPS: 43.31806, 19.24806

70 km 8 km 186 km
15 km lake
250 km sea

8 km 8 km 0 km
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“Marić” rural household is located in the village of Rađevići on the main 
road between Pljevlja and the border with Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
The household is located on a clearing with a beautiful view of the 
village. There are two family houses here, the old one which has not been 
renovated and the new one which is intended for tourist accommodation. 
The family mostly engages in farming and beekeeping.

Join the hosts in working on the field, picking fruits and vegetables or 
enjoy making food yourself. The hosts will show you the process of 
making honey and other honey-related products.

“MARIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Leković Tara” rural household is located in the village of Đurđevića 
Tara, in close proximity of the bridge on the Tara. Even though the 
primary activity the family engages in is farming, due to the proximity 
of the canyon they also organise rafting, canyoning, kayaking, walking 
tours and other sports. 

The property includes a family house which was adapted for tourist 
accommodation, and an orchard and a field. Join the hosts in working in 
the field, picking fruits and vegetables, or enjoy traditionally prepared 
domestic specialties.

“LEKOVIĆ TARA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Rovčanin” rural household is located on a plateau in the village of 
Rudnica, just outside Pljevlja. The household includes an indoor tasting 
room and a large outdoor tasting room furnished in the traditional style, 
as well as a garden and an orchard. There is also a playground for the 
kids. This rural household provides hospitality services that are mostly 
based on domestic products, obtained from their own production and 
made according to traditional recipes.

In addition to enjoying the rich gastro offer, visitors may learn about 
the preparation of food and various farm chores such as working in the 
field, picking fruits and vegetables or cultivating the garden.

“ROVČANIN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Popović” rural household is located in the valley of the Hoćevina village, 
tucked inside a grove, and is often visited by wild animals such as roes, 
foxes, and rabbits. The household consists of a family house adapted 
for tourist accommodation, one big cabin, and four bungalows. The 
household also includes an orchard and a garden, and the hosts mostly 
engage in agriculture.

You can take part in everyday farm chores on the property, and prepare 
your own food from organically produced foodstuffs if you wish.

“POPOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Branislav Ostojić
Đurđevića Tara, Pljevlja
+382 67 527 058                                                                                                                              
+382 67 611 255   
zoricaostojic57@gmail.com                                                                                                                    
     Imanje Vučiji Krš
GPS: 43.15073, 19.29744

Milan Jokanović
Trsa, Plužine
+382 67 839 358
+382 69 740 759
milogoratrsa@yahoo.com
jokanovicdaco@gmail.com
     Eko Selo Durmitor
     eko_selo_durmitor
GPS: 43.18697, 18.9346
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5 km lake
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Željko Mitrić
Sinjac
Plužine
+382 67 641 950
mitriczeljko4@gmail.com
GPS: 43.11014, 18.82043

Ranko Mitrić
Nedajno, Plužine
+382 69 218 782                                                      
+382 69 477 850                                                                         
nedajnoo@gmail.com                                                                                                                                              
     Guesthouse Nedajno                       
     Guesthouse Nedajno
booking.com: Guesthouse Nedajno
airbnb.com: Guesthouse Nedajno
GPS: 43.2017, 18.98635
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“Jokanović - Eko selo Durmitor” rural household is located in the village of 
Trsa, on the famous Panoramic Road ‘Durmitor Ring’, which encompasses 
several mountain peaks and lakes. The household consists of an old family 
house, traditionally furnished restaurant and several cabins for tourist 
accommodation. There are also structures for cattle, poultry and pigs, as 
well as a field and an orchard.

The visitors of this household, in addition to hiking tours, rafting, off road 
buggy tours, panoramic helicopter flights, cycling, and visits to Ostrog 
Monastery, can also take part in everyday farm work.

“JOKANOVIĆ - EKO 
SELO DURMITOR”
RURAL HOUSEHOLD

“Vučiji Krš” rural household is located in the village of Đurđevića 
Tara close to the bridge on the river of the same name. They offer their 
visitors an active holiday, since the household is home to the longest 
zipline in Montenegro. The household consists of a mountain family 
house, which has a unique view of the bridge and the Tara river canyon, 
and a small cabin adapted for the accommodation and needs of visitors.
 
Since the hosts mostly engage in farming, they offer healthy organic 
foods from their own garden to the guests. In addition to enjoying 
natural beauty, guests can try working in the field, picking fruits and 
vegetables, and learn about the traditional way of preparing domestic 
Montenegrin specialties.

“VUČIJI KRŠ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Mitrić” rural household is located in the village of Sinjac, close to 
the Piva Monastery. This household consists of an old family house 
adapted for tourist accommodation, tasting room, several auxiliary 
facilities, orchard and greenhouse. The basic household activities 
include beekeeping and fruit growing.

In the household, you can participate in everyday farm chores, and 
prepare food on your own from organically produced foodstuffs if 
you wish.

“MITRIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Mitrić – Nedajno” rural household is located in the village of the 
same name, on one of the most beautiful mountains in Montenegro, 
Durmitor National Park, or the Panoramic Road ‘Durmitor Ring’, which 
includes several mountain peaks and lakes. The household consists of 
a family house, restaurant furnished in the traditional style and several 
cabins for tourist accommodation. There are also structures for cattle, 
poultry and pigs, as well as a field and orchard. The primary activities 
in the household include cattle breeding, beekeeping and fruit growing.
 
In addition to the classic offer, the kind hosts can organise a cruise on 
Lake Piva or rafting on the Tara for you.

“MITRIĆ – NEDAJNO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Radovan Šibalić
Pitomine
Žabljak
+382 67 602 311                                         
sibalicradovan@gmail.com                                                                                                          
booking.com: Bella Vista Rooms
GPS: 43.16169, 19.10471

62 km 14 km 146 km
16 km lake
196 km sea

14 km 14 km 0 km

Radovan Karadžić
Kovčica, Žabljak
+382 69 056 153                                                                                                                                              
1jezera@gmail.com                                
www.jezera.net
     Guest house Jezera
     Guest house Jezera
booking.com: Guest house Jezera
GPS: 43.09601, 19.13116

Zoran Anđelić
Njegovuđa
Žabljak
+382 67 344 721                                                                                            
chaletspodgorom@gmail.com                                                                                                                                              
     Chalets Pod gorom                       
     Eco camp Chalets pod Gorom
booking.com: Eco Camp Chalets pod gorom
GPS: 43.1186, 19.21806

56 km 6 km 130 km
2 km lake
160 km sea

3 km 6 km 7 km
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Branka Knežević
Virak
Žabljak
+382 69 785 434
sinjajvina16@gmail.com
booking.com: Dobre Vode 2
GPS: 43.118999, 19.108755

“Dobre vode” rural household is located in the village of Virak, only 5 
kilometers away from the center of Žabljak. The household contains two 
apartments which have been adapted for tourists and which are overlooking 
the beautiful highland of Žabljak. There is also a garden within the 
household, so visitors can enjoy daily agricultural activities - cultivating 
the field and picking seasonal vegetables which they can use to prepare 
their own food.

Guests can enjoy panoramic walks, cycling, rafting or canyoning, as well 
as ski sports in winter.

“DOBRE VODE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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“Bella Vista” rural household is located in the village of Pitomine, just 
four kilometres from the centre of Žabljak. The household consists of 
several cabins and cottages for the accommodation of tourists which 
have a beautiful view of the Žabljak plateau. The household includes 
a garden and orchard, and visitors can take part in everyday farm 
activities – they can work in the field and pick seasonal vegetables 
they can use to prepare food on their own.

Guests can enjoy panoramic walks, cycling, rafting or canyoning.

“BELLA VISTA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Chalets Podgorom” rural household is located in the village of Njegovuđa, 
three kilometres from the main road between Žabljak and Pljevlja, on the local 
road that leads to Vražje and other lakes in the Durmitor National Park. They 
offer high-quality accommodation in unusual wooden cabins with unique 
furniture. The camp has an original architecture and is based on the traditional 
construction of the Durmitor area, adapted to the needs of modern guests. 
It consists of a family mountain house and several bungalows for tourist 
accommodation, and a traditional style tasting room where visitors can try 
traditional Montenegrin specialties made from domestic foodstuffs.

Meadows, clearings and streams allow for various types of tourist activities, 
from the picking of herbs and forest fruits to other forms of active vacations: 
hiking tours, horseback riding, fishing, cycling, etc.

“CHALETS 
PODGOROM” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Jezera” rural household is located in the village of Kovčica, at kilometre 
six of the road from Žabljak to Nikšić. It is located in the middle of lake 
plateau, and offers a magnificent view of Durmitor, Savin Kuk and the 
beautiful lakes rich in fish. It consists of a family house and mountain 
cottage for the accommodation of tourists, and a restaurant – tasting room.

The primary activity of this household is farming, and guests can take part 
in all farm activities, such as growing of fruits and vegetables, working 
in the garden, preparing traditional Montenegrin dishes from domestic 
products, etc.

“JEZERA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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85.
Staniša Karadžić
Kovčica, Žabljak
+382 69 578 870                                                                                                                                              
 guesthousetea@gmail.com        
www.guesthousetea.info                                                                                                                 
      Guest House Tea Zabljak
      Guest House TEA
booking.com: Guest House Tea Zabljak
airbnb.com: Guest House Tea Organic Food 
And Degustation Tea
GPS: 43.09622, 19.13078
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Zoran Stevović
Tmajevci
Žabljak
+382 69 370 619                                         
goca85@gmail.com  
     Farm Stay “La Nostra Casa”
GPS: 43.15888, 19.14062

56 57

Spasoje Kaljević
Podgora
Žabljak
+382 69 264 201
+382 69 360 606
GPS: 43.197744, 19.145916

“Guest house” rural household is located in the hamlet of Podgora, which 
is 7 kilometers away from Žabljak. The property is overlooking Durmitor 
and its peaks Savin kuk, Bobotov kuk, Međed and Crvena greda. The 
family is traditionally engaged in agriculture and livestock breeding, and 
they also collect medicinal herbs.

Beside the family house, which is also partly equipped for guests, the 
household also has several cottages.

Preparing Montenegrin specialties from locally grown products, 
cultivating fields and gardening, are some of the activities that visitors 
can expect in this household.

“GUEST HOUSE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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10 km lake
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Boško Vojinović
Razvršje
Žabljak
+382 69 223 218
novak.vojinovic@t-com.me
GPS: 43.144311, 19.115538

“Kod Boće” rural household is located in the immediate vicinity of the 
eponymous autocamp on the hill of the Razvršje settlement, with an 
incredible view of the Žabljak highland. Black Lake is only a 10-minute 
walk away.

The hosts will offer specialties of Montenegrin traditional cuisine, but 
there are also a shared kitchen and barbecue in case you want to prepare 
your own food. 

Walking and cycling tours, preparing Montenegrin specialties from 
locally grown products and gardening are just some of the activities 
that visitors can expect in this household. 

“KOD BOĆE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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“La Nostra Casa” rural household is located in the village of Tmajevci, 
close to Žabljak. The family mostly engages in rural tourism and cattle 
breeding, and they are known for the production of mountain dry 
cheese. The household consists of the family house which is where 
tourists are accommodated, and several auxiliary structures – stables, 
barns, cabins for cheese making, etc.

Some of the activities visitors can experience in this household include 
the preparation of Montenegrin specialties from domestic products, and 
work in the field and garden. The hosts are very proud of the production 
of dry mountain cheese, and visitors can try this specialty and learn 
about the production process.

“LA NOSTRA 
CASA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Kovčica” rural household is located in the village of the same name, 
near Žabljak. The primary activity of this household, in addition to 
agriculture, is the production of organic tea and the growing and 
processing of medicinal herbs. Nearby is the organic garden with 
medicinal herbs, wild fruits and vegetables, as well as a facility for 
tea production. The view of Durmitor on one side and Sinjajevina on 
the other is remarkable.

The household consists of a family house and a mountain cottage for 
tourist accommodation. Guests can enjoy panoramic walks, cycling, 
rafting or canyoning.

“KOVČICA”
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Radovan Pipović
Palež
Žabljak
+382 69 085 669
+382 67 271 051
GPS: 43.183251, 19.141670

“Pipović” rural household is located in the village of Palež, not far from 
the center of Žabljak. They are primarily engaged in livestock breeding 
and agriculture. Ponies bred by the hosts are a real attraction for guests.

Guests can take part in all activities related to rural tourism, such as 
growing fruits and vegetables, gardening, taking care of animals together 
with the hosts, preparing traditional Montenegrin dishes from locally 
grown products, etc. There are numerous activities outside the household 
such as rafting, canyoning, panoramic walks, cycling or ski sports during 
the winter months. 

“PIPOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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“Joleva koliba” rural household is located in the village of Virak not 
far from Žabljak. It has an authentic cottage, built of natural materials, 
for tourists’ accommodation. This cottage is an environmental facility, 
because it is built of natural materials, such as stone, wood, straw, clay 
and sheep wool.

In a separate part, the household has a day room with a capacity for 16 
people, which is also used for tea tasting.

The main activity of the household is the production of vegetables and 
the picking, drying and preparation of teas. The household also offers 
its guests specialties of local cuisine.

Guests can enjoy panoramic walks, cycling, rafting or canyoning.

“JOLEVA 
KOLIBA” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

Vanja Krgović Šarović
Virak
Žabljak
+382 67 604 450                                                                                                                                             
vkrgovic@t-com.me
www.okusiprirodu.me
GPS: 43.11733, 19.10716

69 km 5 km 116 km
5 km lake
165 km sea

5 km 5 km 0 km
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Zoran Pavićević
Kovčica
Žabljak
+382 69 641 023                                    
+382 67 578 736                                                                
zoranpaviceviczb@gmail.com                                                                                                                                              
     Organska hrana Durmitor                       
booking.com: Organic Family Farm
GPS: 43.09622, 19.13078
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Aleksandar Karadžić
Ornice
Žabljak
+382 67 562 056                                                                                                                                  
katundurmitor@gmail.com                                                                                                                      
     Katun Durmitor
GPS: 43.09694, 19.11275
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“Katun Ornice”, or shepherds’ settlement, (“Durmitor” katun) is located 
in the village of Ornice, in the heart of the picturesque nature of Durmitor 
National Park, on the Žabljak - Trsa - Plužine road and is a perfect example 
of a traditional Montenegrin katun. The katun consists of several small 
cabins and bungalows for accommodation with basic furniture. The biggest 
cabin is also a tasting room furnished in the traditional style and a restaurant 
where visitors can try Montenegrin specialties. The katun also has several 
structures for cattle, horses and poultry.

The visitors of this household can participate in farm chores such as 
working in the garden, taking care of the animals, preparing food, mowing 
and gathering hay, etc. A special attraction of this household are the tourist 
tours on horseback.

“KATUN ORNICE” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Pavićević” rural household is located on the Žabljak plateau, 
in the village of Kovčica, just five kilometres from Žabljak. The 
property consists of the family house and mountain house for tourist 
accommodation. The Pavićević family are certified producers of organic 
food, such as wheat, potatoes, cabbage, carrot and onion. 
Together with the family members, guests can take part in everyday 
chores such as working in the field and taking care of the animals. 
They can also prepare food on their own using products grown in this 
household (fruits, vegetables, meat, dairy products) and learn about 
the process of grain milling.

The hosts will offer their guests the opportunity to learn to play the 
traditional Montenegrin instrument – ‘Gusle’.

“PAVIĆEVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Ova regija Crne Gore sve više pažnje posvećuje seoskom 
turizmu, što posjetioci, na obostrano zadovoljstvo i 
prepoznaju. Na međi planina i mora crnogorska sela u 
kontinentalnom dijelu pomalo podsjećaju na primorska, 
a pomalo na sela sa sjevera Crne Gore. Ona su zapravo 

its forest reserves and the Mausoleum of Njegoš, Lovćen 
National Park rises above the Adriatic Sea, in the hinterland of 
the Bay of Kotor. It is also famous for the viewpoints that allow 
you to see in all directions – towards the sea, Lake Skadar or 
the high mountains in the north. 

The unique beauty of the central region is reflected in Lake 
Skadar, which is the biggest bird reserve in Europe. During 
the summer, there are wonderful beaches on the lake, equally 
attractive as the ones on the sea coastline, attracting tourists 
from all over.

If you go to the north, to Nikšić, be sure to explore the Krupac 
Lake – this is an excellent place to relax and enjoy hot summer 
days, or Grahovo Polje area, the place where winds of mount 
Bijela Gora secretly meet with winds coming from the Bay of 
Kotor. This is where the Ostrog Monastery is located, one of 
the most popular monasteries in Montenegro, carved deep in 
the high rocks above the Bjelopavlići plain.

This region of Montenegro is dedicating ever more attention 
to rural tourism, and visitors are starting to recognise this. On 
the border between the mountains and the sea, Montenegrin 
villages in the continental area partly resemble the coastline 
villages and partly the villages in the north of Montenegro. 
They are in fact a combination of what is best from the two 
regions. That is how, by staying in the villages in this area, 
you can experience olive and wine growing, as well as cattle 
breeding and farming. 

Rich in cultural and historic heritage, and natural resources, the 
central region of Montenegro is bound to attract the attention 
of many tourists. 

The Old Royal Capital Cetinje, located at the foot of mount 
Lovćen, is a historical treasure, whereas the region of Virpazar 
and Rijeka Crnojevića is a wine treasury of Montenegro. 
The must-see cultural and natural heritage of this region are 
certainly the two national parks covering the surface area of 
around 430 km2 – Lake Skadar and Lovćen. Famous for 

The central part of Montenegro, with Podgorica as the capital, is the 
nation’s crossroads of commercial, entertainment and vacationing 
activities. The natural environment of Lake Skadar, mild-weather 

mountains or an urban environment – it is just a matter of choice.

CENTRAL REGION
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Danica Janković
Drušići, Rijeka Crnojevića
Cetinje
+382 67 643 244
vinarijajankovic@gmail.com
www.vinarija-jankovic.business.site
     Vinarija Janković Drušići - Rijeka Crnojevića
     Vinarija Janković - Drušići
GPS: 42.3482, 19.07225
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2 km lake
50 km sea

3 km 21 km 1 km
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Božidar Šofranac
Rvaši, Rijeka Crnojevića, Cetinje
+382 69 054 387
+382 69 272 501
vinarijamrkan@gmail.com
www.mrkan.net
     Vinarija Mrkan
     Vinarija Mrkan
GPS: 42.37456, 19.072
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2 km lake
50 km sea
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Bojan Šofranac
Rvaši, Rijeka Crnojevića
Cetinje
+382 68 090 178 
+382 69 481 711
markedjany2323m@gmail.com
     Vinarija Ivan
     Vinarija Ivan
GPS: 42.37496, 19.07191
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Miodrag Radoman
Poseljani
Cetinje
+382 69 065 270
monolith@t-com.me
GPS: 42.306238, 19.053738

“Poseljani” rural household is hidden out of sight and tucked away in the 
historic village of Poseljani, on the shores of Lake Skadar. The place has 
a great historical significance, which the hosts are more than happy to 
share with you. In the immediate vicinity of the household there are the 
remains of 14 old mills.

The household contains several separate facilities that are connected by 
stone stairs and vaults, which will make you feel like you are in a small 
old town. The hosts made a special effort to pay tribute to their ancestors 
and everything exudes style. There is also a boat dock, barbecue area, 
swimming pool and restaurant / bar.

The household is ideal for larger individual groups of people or families. 

“POSELJANI” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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“Vinarija Janković” mostly produces wine and rakija, and grows and processes 
grapes. Three types of wine (red, white and rose) and rakija are still produced 
according to traditional recipes. Currently, the vineyard contains around 4,000 
vines which annually produce around 3,000 l of wine and 750 l of rakija. 

Drušići is the most famous winegrowing location in the historic Riječka Nahija 
county. It got its name from the Illyrian word “druš” meaning grapes. It is 300 
m from Lake Skadar, where winegrowing is the primary activity, passed from 
generation to generation. The favourable climate enabled families from this locality 
to make the most famous wines in the region. 

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to a tour of the 
vineyard and production facilities, tasting wine, rakija and traditional snacks, you 
can also take part in the harvesting of grapes.

“VINARIJA 
JANKOVIĆ” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

The Šofranac family mostly produces wine and rakija and grows and 
processes grapes in the traditional way. In addition to the production 
and vineyards with 3,000 vines, “Vinarija Mrkan” includes a tasting 
room designed in the traditional style and a wine cellar. Vineyards were 
planted in a cascade, and the tasting room has a magnificent view of 
the vineyards, the village and the nature of this area.

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to a 
tour of the vineyard and production facilities, tasting wine, rakija and 
traditional snacks, you can also take part in the harvesting of grapes.

“VINARIJA 
MRKAN”
RURAL HOUSEHOLD

“Vinarija Ivan” mostly engages in the production of wine and rakija, or the 
growing and processing of grapes in the traditional fashion. In addition to the 
production facility and vineyard with 3,000 vines, it also includes a spacious 
tasting room with a terrace that has the capacity to accommodate up to 30 
persons. The Šofranac family produces wine by using the best traditional 
production methods combined with the latest technology. In addition to the 
wine and rakija, the family also produces several types of liqueurs, homemade 
juices, jams, and honey.

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to visiting 
the vineyard and the production facility, tasting of wine, rakija and traditional 
snacks, you can also participate in the grape harvest. 

“VINARIJA 
IVAN” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Zatrijebač

Milica Bogdanović
Korito bb, Njeguši
Cetinje
+382 69 817 195
milicabogdanovic89@yahoo.com
GPS: 42.426612, 18.822088

“The Taste of Memory” rural household is located in the village of Njeguši, 
between the Lovćen National Park and the Bay of Kotor. The hosts are also 
engaged in catering, serving mainly products of their own production (meat, 
dairy products, fruits, vegetables).

In a pleasant ambience and with a plentiful table, guests will have the 
opportunity to hear the story of this famous village and the way of life of the 
ancestors from the hostess Milica. 

Guests can enjoy walking and cycling, or they can participate in picking fruits 
and vegetables, as well as preparing food.

“TASTE OF MEMORY” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Jovan Vukmirović
Meterizi, Velji Do
Cetinje
+382 69 613 972
vojovukmir@gmail.com
     Vinarija Velji Do
GPS: 42.36835, 19.06238
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2 km lake
50 km sea

3 km 11 km 3 km
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The Vukmirović family primarily engages in the production of wine 
and rakija, and the growing and processing of grapes. In addition to the 
production facility and vineyard with 1,500 vines, “Vinarija Velji Do” 
possesses a small tasting room and a wine cellar. This rural household 
engages in the growing and processing of quinces they use to make 
traditional Montenegrin products.

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to a 
tour of the vineyard and production facilities, tasting wine, rakija and 
traditional snacks, you can also take part in the harvesting of grapes.

“VINARIJA VELJI DO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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26 km 26 km 30 km
2 km lake
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Danilo Vukmirović
Gornji Ceklin, Rijeka Crnojevića, Cetinje
+382 67 587 545 
+382 69 060 759
ceklin.ct@t-com.me
www.vukmirovic-ceklin-inn.com
     Vinarija Vukmirović
     Vinarija Vukmirović
GPS: 42.38153, 18.95932
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Rajko Vujić
Katunska nahija, selo Dide, Cetinje
+ 382 67 289 764
+ 382 67 331 320 
dvujic06@gmail.com
     Seosko Domaćinstvo Vujić-Dide
booking.com: Holiday home Vujić
airbnb.com: Holiday home Vujic
GPS: 42.50544, 18.84466
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17 km 9 km 25 km
40 km lake
60 km sea

3 km 9 km 0 km

Darko Saveljić
Martinići, Gradina, Danilovgrad
+382 67 245 006
darkosaveljic@gmail.com
     Farma magaraca Martinići
     farma_magaraca_martinici
booking.com: Donkey Farm Martinici - 
Farma magaraca Martinici
airbnb.com: Donkey Farm Martinici - 
Farma magaraca Martinici
GPS: 42.54218, 19.20251
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“Vujić” rural household is located at the foot of the mountains in the historic 
Katunska Nahija county. It consists of a family house, with a winter and 
summer kitchen (traditional Montenegrin kitchen with a fireplace), apiary, 
small vineyard and a garden where organic fruits and vegetables are grown, 
which are used to prepare the food for guests. The basic activity in this 
household is the production of honey and other honey-related products.
 
The guests of this household, in addition to tasting Montenegrin national 
cuisine, wine and rakija, can also enjoy the traditional way of running a 
rural household (farming and cattle breeding), between spring and autumn. 
During the winter, the village landscape is idyllic, covered with high snow. 
In spite of the snow, the roads are passable and, according to the hosts, the 
time spent in the household during winter is a special experience.

“VUJIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Vinarija Vukmirović” primarily engages in the production of wine and rakija 
and the growing and processing of fruit in the traditional way. In addition to 
the production facilities and vineyard with 2,000 vines, there is also a spacious 
tasting room and a buried wine cellar preserving several types of wine and 
rakija. The Vukmirović family also grows medicinal plants and produces 
honey, and they will offer you various types of medicinal rakijas, liqueurs, 
honey rakija and many other honey-related products. The property consists 
of two rooms for the stay of guests throughout the whole day, and the hosts 
will offer you domestic food they produce themselves.

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to a tour 
of the vineyard and production facilities, tasting wine, rakija and traditional 
snacks, you can also take part in the harvesting of grapes.

“VINARIJA 
VUKMIROVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

The property consists of a family house, donkey farm (stable and pen), 
information centre where visitors can learn about the farm and about 
the landmarks near Danilovgrad and Podgorica. The household also has 
a small garden where they grow organic fruits and vegetables, and a 
small vineyard. The family produces donkey milk which has medicinal 
properties according to experts. Visitors will be able to taste this product.

Depending on the time of year, during their visits to the farm, guests can 
enjoy various activities – agricultural works, milking donkeys, preparing 
food for donkeys, traditional preparing of food. Visiting the farm is free, 
meaning that it is paid in kind – visitors bring fruits and vegetables for 
the donkeys.

“FARMA 
MAGARACA 
MARTINIĆI” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

10 km 10 km 98 km
3 km lake
50 km sea

2 km 6 km 2 km

Željko Laković
Lekići
Podgorica
+382 67 245 788
zeljkolakovic@gmail.com
GPS: 42.391950, 19.189106

The “Laković” village household is located in Lekići, only a few kilometers 
from the city center of the capital Podgorica. It is located in the valley of the two 
rivers Sitnica and Morača, only three kilometers from the beautiful Skadar Lake. 

The hosts grow fruit and vegetables on a plot of around 25 hectares. They also 
make various dairy products, as well as wine and brandy. The tasting room has 
a capacity of 20 seats. Here the guests of this household can enjoy a variety of 
traditional, local specialties. 

The best time to visit is from May to November. From here you can enjoy 
wonderful walks, kayaking on the Morača river and rhe Skadar Lake or cycling. 
Of course, one can also participate in the agricultural life of the household in 
various ways, e.g. prepare traditional dishes, work in the vegetable garden or 
in the orchard and take care of the animals.

RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD 
“LAKOVIĆ”

9ENG
RUS
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13 km 13 km 65 km
7 km lake
50 km sea
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Ratko Bataković
Mali Orah, Vidrovan
Nikšić
+382 67 213 899
ratko.batakovic@gmail.com 
     agro turizam Djed Radoš
     agro turizam Djed Radoš
GPS: 42.86336, 18.96971
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103.
Đorđe Bulajić
Grahovo
Nikšić
+382 67 229 335                                        
bulajic.tivat@gmail.com 
     Etno domaćinstvo “Đedovina”
GPS: 42.65432, 18.68449

60 km 20 km 50 km
14 km lake
50 km sea

25 km 60 km 0 km
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Dragan Dabović
Nudo, Grahovo
Nikšić
+382 69 045 845 
+382 67 450 845
vinarijadabovic@gmail.com
     Vinarija Dabovic
     Vinarija Dabovic
GPS: 42.67142, 18.57789

101.

18 km 18 km 70 km
23km lake
100 km sea

15 km 18 km 0 km

Milivoje Miličić
Dučice, Nikšićka Župa
Nikšić
+382 68 067 638
GPS: 42.714121, 19.124686

“Guest house Miličić” rural household is located in the village of Dučice, in 
the forest-rich valley of Župa, on a small hill with an extraordinary view of 
most of Nikšić’s Župa.
 
To present a compete offer along with homemade food and a unique natural 
ambience, the Miličić family has equipped the family house, making it suitable 
for tourists. The main occupation of the family is the production and processing 
of cow’s milk. Milk from the farm is processed in its own mini cheese factory 
and tastes of various types of produced cheeses do not leave anyone indifferent.

Since there are various household activities throughout the year, all guests can feel 
the charms of rural life while participating in the activities: taking care of animals, 
helping and learning about the process of making cheese, picking fruits from 
the farm. In addition to these activities, guests can enjoy the natural and cultural 
sights in the area, visiting the surrounding lakes, mountains and monasteries.

“GUEST HOUSE 
MILIČIĆ” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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“Vinarija Dabović” is located in the picturesque village of Nudo near 
Grahovo, in a valley surrounded by massive hills. The Dabović family 
has preserved the tradition of growing and producing wine which is 
over one century long. In addition to their vineyards, with over 15,000 
vines, in the sunny part of the village, they also possess a winery and a 
wine cellar for the tasting of white and red wine, grape rakija and herbal 
rakija. The winery is particularly well known for the autochthonous 
type of white grape called Žilavka.

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to a 
tour of the vineyard and production facilities, tasting wine, rakija and 
traditional snacks, you can also take part in the harvesting of grapes.

“VINARIJA 
DABOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Đed Radoš - Mali Orah” rural household is located in the famous 
Vidrovan village near Nikšić, in the hamlet of Mali Orah. In addition 
to the tasting room and accommodation for six persons, the hosts 
offer their guests domestic food from their own garden and orchard, 
which they prepare according to traditional Montenegrin recipes. The 
household is famous for their chicken farm and production of organic 
(domestic) free-range eggs.

The best period to visit this household is between May and November, 
when you can enjoy a walk around Vidrovan, ride a bicycle or take 
part different farm works – preparing food, working in the garden or 
orchard, taking care of the sheep, goats and chickens.

“ĐED RADOŠ - 
MALI ORAH” 
RURAL
HOUSEHOLD

“Đedovina” rural household is located in the village of Grahovo, 
on the spacious plateau between the harsh karst of Montenegro and 
the deep blue sea of the Bay of Kotor. It has successfully preserved 
the authentic environment of life and agricultural production of our 
ancestors. Recognising the potential of the Grahovo area, the Bulajić 
family grows fruit and vegetables (potato and corn).

Walking, visiting cultural and historical monuments located in 
the village, cycling or everyday farm work will make your stay 
unforgettable.

“ĐEDOVINA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD



Domaćinstvo „Stara pjesma“ posjeduje ugostiteljski objekat 
u etno stilu koji se nalazi na uzvišenom dijelu sela sa kojeg se 
pruža izvanredan pogled na samo selo. Sadrži i dva apartmana i 
bazen. Domaćini se bave ugiostiteljstvom a služe uglavnom svoje 
proizvode (meso-voće-povrće). U okviru imanja je i stari bunar sa 
pitkom vodom.

Posjetioci ove seoskog gazdinstva poored konzumacije hrane 
i pića mogu uživati pješačenju i biciklizmu mapiranom stazom 
oko Kučkih korita na čijoj dionici se i nalazi samo domoaćinstvo. 
U blizini je kanjoj rijeke Cijevna sa fenomenalnim vidikovcem. 
U konobi se često organizuju tematske večeri (veče savdalinki, 
književne večeri i sl.) sjetioci mogu učestvovati u branju voća i 

Filip Vukićević
Beri bb, Podgorica
Tuzi
+ 382 67 254 115
vikiceviccompany@t-com.me
www.vukicevic.co.me
     Vinarija Vukićević
     Vinarija Vukićević
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“VINARIJA VUKIĆEVIĆ”
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“Komanska utjeha” rural household is located in Komani, only 15 kilometers 
away from Podgorica. The owners are dedicated lovers of horseback riding, 
so the main activity of this household is horse breeding. Here you can learn 
to ride a horse under the supervision of licensed instructors.

Local homemade specialties are served.

You can use your stay in this household to get to know the surroundings 
while riding a horse, walking or cycling. The hosts will offer you organized 
horseback riding tours in the mountainous region of Krnovo, in the area 
of Skadar Lake, Ulcinj beaches or around the famous Njeguši valley.

“Imanje Jelen” rural household is located in the village of Velimlje, rich in cultural 
and historical heritage, which makes it a must take route for many tourists.

The primary activity of the household is the production of honey, mead and 
other beekeeping products. In addition, the Radojević family is also engaged 
in agriculture, growing fruits and vegetables, and has a fallow deer farm for 
which they are known. 

The property has bungalows for guests’ accommodation and a restaurant.

The area of Velimlje abounds in numerous archeological sites (medieval 
tombstones – stećci are located only 500m from the household, and not far 
away is a famous habitat of prehistoric man - Crvena stijena), so tourists enjoy 
exploring it. It is suitable for hiking, cycling and motorcycle tours.

Rade Rajković
Ubli, Kuči
Podgorica
+382 69 014 382
+382 68 100 304
vinarijarajkovic@gmail.com
     Vinarija Rajkovic
     Vinarija Rajkovic
GPS: 42.48194, 19.38717

Almaši Ištvan
Oraovice, Komani
Podgorica
+382 69 798 202
ku@mountainriders.me
www.mountainriders.me
GPS: 42.459533, 19.115214

Ljubomir Radojević
Velimlje, selo Podljud
Nikšić
+382 67 877 265
ljubomir.cg@gmail.com
      Imanje Jelen
GPS: 42.823113, 18.619648

“KOMANSKA 
UTJEHA” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“IMANJE JELEN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Nikola Cacović
Donji Zatrijebač, Rudine
Tuzi
+382 67 022 542
+382 67 012 542
martin.cacovic33@gmail.com
     Konoba Stara pjesma
GPS: 42.43707, 19.41073
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“Vinarija Rajković” is located in the village of Ubli, 17 km from the 
Capital City, and the family primarily engages in the growing and 
processing of grapes – production of wine and rakija. The winery, in 
addition to the production plant, and 150-year old vineyard, also contains 
a spacious tasting room in the traditional style, wine cellar, auxiliary 
structures and two rooms for the stay of guests throughout the day.

If you visit the winery between August and September, in addition to a 
tour of the vineyard and production facilities, tasting wine, rakija and 
traditional snacks, you can also take part in the harvesting of grapes.

“VINARIJA 
RAJKOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Stara Pjesma” rural household is located at the altitude of 1,030 m 
above sea level, in the village of Rudine, close to Tuzi. It consists 
of a traditionally furnished restaurant located on an elevated part of 
the property, with a wonderful view. There are two apartments and a 
pool. The hosts engage in the provision of hospitality services, mostly 
offering products they made themselves (meat, fruit, vegetables). The 
property also includes an old well with drinking water, and the Cijevna 
river canyon is close by, offering magnificent viewpoints. Thematic 
evenings are often organised in the tavern (evening of sevdalinka songs, 
literary evenings, etc.).

Guests can enjoy hiking and cycling on the mapped panoramic track 
“Circle around Korita”, take part in picking of fruit and vegetables, 
and preparing food.

“STARA 
PJESMA” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Coastal Montenegrin villages are recognisable by their stone 
houses tucked in coves. They are well hidden and are a paradise 
for tourists who wish to enjoy a peaceful family vacation, 
domestic organic food and fabulous sunsets.

It is connected with the central Mediterranean through the Strait 
of Otranto. The contrast between the charming waters of the 
Adriatic and the robust Montenegrin mountains is soothed by 
the sandy beaches, inlets and bays, Mediterranean and tropical 
plants, pines and olive groves, and towns along the coastline. 
The contrast is even more apparent once you start climbing along 
the serpentines of mount Lovćen from the direction of Kotor. 
Each bend will bring you closer to an even more magnificent 
and exciting view of the Bay of Kotor. The steep, rocky shore 
from Luštica to Ulcinj, home to many beaches, is the primary 
destination for all tourists arriving to Montenegro. The beaches 
are famous for their beauty, diversity and healing properties. 
In the summer, the coastline is the centre of entertainment and 
cultural events – musical and film manifestations, international 
competitions, etc. Still, if you want to spend time by the sea 
and avoid the crowds and the bustle of modern life, then the 
coastal villages are your best choice. Staying in the Montenegrin 
coastal villages, you can learn about traditional Mediterranean 
cuisine, olive and wine growing – simply, you will learn about 
the carefully protected tradition of Montenegrin villages. Even 
though the Mediterranean climate allows you to stay here 
throughout the year, we recommend you visit these villages 
in late August, when many fruits and grape varieties are ripe.

The Adriatic Sea is a warm sea, which is among the cleanest in the 
world, and is rich in sea flora and fauna.
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111.
Ivan Misinezović
Podi
Herceg Novi
+382 67 518 270
misinezovic99@gmail.com
     Stari mlin Podi
     Stari mlin Podi
GPS: 42.46505, 18.54196
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7 km 25 km 0 km

Žizela Marković
Tići, Luštica
Herceg Novi
+382 69 677 833 
gisellnesha@gmail.com
     Duga njiva Lustica
     Duga njiva Lustica
GPS: 42.40525, 18.58701
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5 km 35 km 0 km

“Garnet” rural household of the Leković family is located in the historical hamlet 
of the village of Godinje, in Skadar Lake National Park, and is recognized for 
its authentic, traditional architecture. Near the household there are the walls of 
the former summer house of the medieval royal family Balšić, which is at least 
6 centuries old. The production of grapes and wine has been, for 14 centuries, 
the main activity of the Leković family. For centuries, they produced only red 
wine and rakija, but now they also have rose and white wine, as well as fruit 
liqueurs in the assortment. 
If you visit the winery in August or September you can take part in the grape 
harvest, beside visiting the vineyards and production facilities, tasting wine, 
rakija and traditional Montenegrin snacks. For lovers of active tourism, there is 
a circular hiking trail around the village, which is about three kilometers long, 
and there is a hiking trail to Virpazar. 

“GARNET” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

109.
Miodrag Leković
Zaseok Lekovići, Godinje
Bar
+382 67 355 353
+382 67 247 100
miodraglekovic@gmail.com
winerygarnet@gmail.com
www.winerygarnet.com
      Garnet vineyards and winery
      winery.garnet_wine&stories
GPS: 42.218424, 19.111685

ENG 20

Paštrovića dvori doo
Blizikuće bb, Sveti Stefan
Budva
+382 67 385 962
+382 33 468 162
GPS: 42.246260, 18.904256

“Paštrovića dvori” rural household is located in a typical Montenegrin 
coastal village on a hillside where mountains and sea collide. The 
household is located in the middle of nature with a beautiful panoramic 
view of Budva, Sveti Stefan and Bečići. The Niklanović family will offer 
you homemade wines and products of purely rural origin.

Guests can help the host prepare Montenegrin specialties, enjoy hiking 
and biking tours or go to the nearby beaches.

“PAŠTROVIĆA 
DVORI” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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The old mill and “Misinezović” rural household are located on the 
slopes of mount Orjen, close to Herceg Novi. The family has engaged 
in milling for generations. The small water mill, dating back to the 
15th century is still operational. The hosts will introduce you to its rich 
history and the process of production of ecological flour. Guests will be 
able to prepare bread themselves using traditional recipes of this area. 

The old mill and the tasting room are surround by an olive grove, and 
the cascade-shaped property offers a wonderful view of the sea.

“MISINEZOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Pony Art Garden” rural household is located in Tići, on the Luštica 
peninsula. It consists of an agricultural estate and family house with 
a tasting room and two apartments. The family deals in organic 
production of olives and olive oil, spices and medicinal herbs, and 
they also breed goats, donkeys and ponies.

The property is owned by academically trained musicians who 
organise mini jazz concerts for their guests. Guests can take part in 
the production of goat cheese, take care of animals, enjoy tasting local 
coastal and traditional family specialties, or prepare food on their own 
using foodstuffs from the garden.

“PONY ART 
GARDEN” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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74 km 5 km 21 km
90 km lake
5 km sea

3 km 5 km 0 km

115.
Dušan Sučević
Ratiševina
Herceg Novi
+382 68 520 123 
     Ethno Village Pajo
     Ethno Village Pajo
booking.com: Ethno Village Pajo
GPS: 42.47825, 18.49563
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Danica Stojković
Zabrđe, Luštica
Herceg Novi
+382 63 225 892 
jovan.stojkovic@ymail.com
     Izletište STARI MLIN
     Izletište STARI MLIN
GPS: 42.42062, 18.59568

80 km 20 km 16 km
85 km lake
3 km sea

3 km 20 km 0 km
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ENG 3

“Radman” rural household is located in the village of Ratiševina, only 
two kilometers away from the coast – a 20-minute walk. They are 
traditionally engaged in livestock breeding, the growing of olives and 
fruit and beekeeping. There is an old stone house, a room for tasting 
honey and other bee products as well as juices, wine, rakija, and other 
household products.

Several hiking trails, Austro-Hungarian and Turkish roads pass through 
the village, which makes touring the many villages below the Orjen 
mountains easy.

“RADMAN” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

Željko Radman
Ratiševina, Herceg Novi
+382 67 691 641 
+382 68 013 049 
+382 69 132 419
mocpriroderadman@gmail.com
      NVO MOĆ PRIRODE PČELARSTVO 
RADMAN
GPS: 42.476031, 18.503309
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“Čelanovića mlin” rural household is located in the village of Kavač, on the 
old road between Tivat and Kotor, on the slopes of the hill Vrmac on the Tivat 
side of the bay. The Čelanović family is traditionally engaged in olive growing. 
In their family mill olives are processed and olive oil is produced. They have 
their own garden where they grow vegetables, as well as an orchard from 
where they pick fruits for production of juices and jams. 

They make various homemade aromatic rakija and liqueurs, olive oil soaps 
with different aromas, olive wood souvenirs, etc. as well. They also prepare 
homemade traditional dishes for their guests.

Near the household there is a hiking trail called Vrmac which is also suitable 
for cycling.

“ČELANOVIĆA 
MLIN” 
RURAL HOUSEHOLD

Zoran Čelanović
Kavač, Kotor
+382 67 340 022 
+382 69 360 022 
+382 67 340 022
zoran.celanovic@gmail.com
GPS: 42.417646, 18.735846
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“Stojković” rural household is located in the village of Zabrđe, on the 
Luštica peninsula, and has a beautiful view of the bay. The household 
consists of a farm and family house where the tavern is located, and it 
also includes a unique olive mill. The basic activity of the Stojković 
family is the growing and processing of olives.

Visitors can learn about the traditional way of life in the Bay of Kotor 
and the traditional way of preparing food and producing wine, rakija 
and olive oil.

“STOJKOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Sučević” rural household is located in the village of Ratiševina, in 
the hinterland of Herceg Novi. It consists of a family estate, tavern 
and several luxurious bungalows made from wood (log cabins). Each 
cabin has two bedrooms, kitchen with all appliances, and bathroom.

In addition to the accommodation with a view of the sea, guests can 
enjoy seasonal agricultural chores and prepare organic food on their 
own, using foodstuffs grown on the estate. Since they have a well-
designed sports court at their disposal, the visitors can also enjoy this 
sort of recreation.

“SUČEVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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Jovan Brinić
Đuraševići, Luštica
Tivat
+382 67 526 203
jovanbrinic@gmail.com
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“Ercegović” rural household is located in the hinterland of the Grbalj 
area, far from the urban hustle and bustle. The property consists of a 
family house, tasting room that can accommodate up to 60 persons, a 
field, and an orchard. The yard is also home to a small church that protects 
the interesting legends of this area, and an old-fashioned threshing floor.

The hosts mostly engage in cattle breeding and farming, and the guests 
can enjoy organically produced foodstuffs – dairy and meat products, 
wine and rakija.

Visitors can experience authentic life in a Mediterranean village – by 
participating in the production or preparation of food, working in the 
garden, taking care of animals, etc.

“ERCEGOVIĆ” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Stone Nest” rural household is a fully functional urban unit with a farm. 
This is a traditional Montenegrin coastal household with stone houses 
that were renovated and represent a synergy of history and luxury.

It consists of two houses for the stay of guests, a garden, olive grove 
and small vineyard. The accommodation capacities, in addition to the 
luxuriously designed interior also include a pool constructed in the stone 
part of the interior at the balcony in front of the houses.

Visitors can also take part in seasonal farm work and prepare organic 
food grown in the household on their own.

“STONE 
NEST” RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD

“Giardino Lepetano” rural household is located in close proximity of 
the ferry between Lepetane and Kamenari, just 3 minutes away by 
car. It consists of a family house, more than 300 years old, which has 
been restored to keep its historical value. The tasting room offers a 
wonderful view of the bay.

The victors of this household, in addition to a perfect view of the sea, 
can also take part in seasonal farm works, and prepare organic food 
grown in the household on their own. This is how tourists can learn 
about the traditional way of life of people in the villages of the Bay 
of Kotor.

“GIARDINO 
LEPETANO” 
RURAL 
HOUSEHOLD
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PRICE 
RANGE

OFFER

LANGUAGES

Food and drink 

Apartments

Katun

Camp

ENG English

ITA Italian

RUS Russian

FRA French 

DE German

TUR Turkish

DISTANCE 

Town centre 

Railway station 

Bus station 

Airport

Restaurant 

Walking trail 

Lake/sea

ACTIVITIES

Cycling  

Horseback riding 

Kayaking 

Fishing 

Walking/Mountaineering 

Swimming 

Volleyball 

Basketball

Skiing

Open throughout 
the year 

Open in the summer

Open in the winter

Transfers for guests 

Historical site

Bird watching

Internet

TV

Access for 
persons with 
disabilities 

Food and drink on 
the premises 

Pets 

Playground

Outdoor pool

LEGEND

5 to 20 €

21 to 40 €

More than 40 €
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